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helping you create 
your own natural beauty ... 
change, Inc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
1878 Old Mission Dr., Harpers Ferry, lA 52146-7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or call 800-291 -2143 
• Native Wildflower Seeds 
• Native Wildflower Uve Plant Plugs 
• Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• Bird and Butterfly Attractor Station 
• CRP Seed Mixes 
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Contributing photographer Ty Smectes of Urbandale capt(Jred 
these images of bison grazing at Broken Kettle Grasslands, 
Iowa's largest prairie. It's Han image of what Iowa's northern 
Loess Hills once looKed like, before european .s~]ttlemept. w1th 
seemingly endless hills engulfed i') a variety Of' Oftive prairie 
grasses," he says, along of courw,_,w1th recently reintroduced 
bison. See his feature on paJJ28, 
survzve a ~n1'""''M 
Herky's cousins at the Effigy Mounds Hawk Watch. 
14 
Debunking the idling versus restarting myth. 
Find out if state parks close after Labor Day. 
--JIUIJs 
Learn the secret to fall fishing; stay warm on a fall 
ramping trip; learn where to target early fall birds; 
discover cheap, readily available waterproof storage. 
No one goes away disappointed in the wilds of 
Winneshiek County. Cast for trout, bike paved or offroad 
trails. paddle scenic waters or hike near bubbling springs. 
60 lj}aclqjord 
Get wet and start a water quality improvement tea·m. 
61 6F •• I -{.t/USl/le 
Treat yourself and hunting buddies to campside teal. 
Immerse yourself in the raucous world of the tree cricket. 
· f) 
See how volunteers pulled 30 tons of trash from a stream; 
meet a college student making a difference in kids' 
lives; learn how a school district saved nearly $800,000 
through energy efficiency. 
ttalls fn shallow water, 
boot-sucking mud above his 
knees. As daylight approached a 
dense fog set ln. ·Egrets began 
to amve and I started shooting. 
After 8 o'clock, the fog lifted and 
I got to shoot m some br~ghter 
light: he says. See more 1mages 
on pages 56·59. 
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I magine walking out your back door to find a hairy, ox sized behemoth stalking through your yard, baring 
mon ... trou.,; claws Now imagine this beast IS tn the form 
of a '>loth~ :--.o. this isn't a faux-horror film. 1l is a 
flashbal k to 10.000 years ago. when giant sloths were 
tommon Iowa inhabitants. 
Iowa Lakes1de Laboratory on West Lake Okoboji 
will p1 cst•nt a lecture about this brute and other topics 
during 1ts Natural History Weekend held Sept 11-12. The 
event lotuses on several unique aspects of Iowa's natural 
hentagc As Lakeside Lab's Jane Shuttleworth says, "The 
event is going to be a great chance for people to find out 
a lot of thmgs about Iowa they didn't know " 
While the primary function of Lakeside Lab is a 
field research station for Iowa's universities, it also 
hosts several public programs. Not only can you expect 
g1ant sloth presentations, but geologists. botanists and 
ornithologists leading field trips and lectures on notable 
aspects of Iowa natural history Guests can hike along with 
some of the best naturalists Iowa has to offer. Individuals 
or groups can sign up for the weekend or single days To 
register, visit www.lakesidelab.org or call 712 - 337-3669 
for details. Cost is $60 for the weekend, meals included. 
Day rates available. Ruslic cabins or rooms available 
onsite, or camp at area state parks. Reserve park 
campsites at 1-877-427-2757 or www.reserveiaparks.com. 
FREE FAMILY FUN 
Lakeside Lab's compound is open to the public through September 
Explore the campus' 60 plus acres of restored prame as well as abundant 
woodlands while taking part in the self-guided Tour of the World of Little 
Bugs Remember most of the facility 's programs fa lim the peak summer 
months, so be sure to check the webs1te for a summer 2011 1t111erary. 
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I T he ~ky 1s blalk. 1t's pouring rain, the tent is flooding . 
raccoons ,lte you1 food and the kids are crying. 
Sound l1kc yout l,tst famtly camping trip~ If you want 
to camp with kid.., but wish to avoid a ( l,trk Griswold 
expenence. foliO\\ these tips to L' n:-ur< a hang-up-free 
family advent un•. 
BRING... .. "'"'iT STUFF: Thb means planning ahead and 
having decent gL·ar \l,ttt Berry, tampin~· manager at Fin 
and Feather 1n Iowa C1ty . says this is esr><' t lcllly important 
the f1rst ttmc you're takmg kids camplllg · \ou want to do 
everyth1ng you can to make it comfortable lor them." he 
says . .. Ihis do<'sn't nH•an you have to han• the best stuff. 
but keeping tlwm warm, dry and ted mak<•s any lamping 
experienn• a lot more fun ." Berry sugge-.h pun hasmg 
a sleeping pad to go undet your sleeping bag, clatmmg 
that the additional layer between you and the ground 
can make a big ditlcrence After you pack th(' right gear, 
always remember to bnng the essentials lik( ... unscreen. 
bug spray and a fully stocked fir<;( aid kit lor accident-
prone ch1ldren . 
) BE PREPARED FOR ANY WEATHER: lo\\ a \H'at h< r 1s anything 
tfut predictable. Bring inclement weather dothmg and 
ear to kl' t'P you clOd your kids dry. ,\lar-.hal Toms 
'--r--+-ll) anagu- of jax Outdoor Gear in Anws. suggcsh bringing 
a deck of cards and some board games to k<'ep everyone 
entertained in uts<· Mother Nature deudcs to wreak 
havoc on you1 outdoor plans 
~ -
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11TIES, ACTIV- -- Always have more 
l'll ugh activittes planned. Berry says that activities 
can 1 .tk 01 break a tnp. "Have a list of things } ou want 
to dv c~u tl another list of things you could do 111 case tlw 
111c1l plans fall through ," h<• says. Before you leave. 
t'l' sl'aiTh the camping an' a and look for kid-friendly 
activities in adjacent tO\\ ns , too. Toms says fishing, 
carHH·ing, and low-impact hiking an• always good 
go-to activities for children. 
PL' ...... ._. ..... ~~--,woRK: This ts one of the onl} times in l1f 
where k1ds think chores an fun: take advantage of it. .:;;;..___;;:, 
Toms I< commends having them help set up the camp sitt•. 
"Han• the ktds coll<:"ct wood for a fire or have them assist 
•mbltng the tent ," lw -.ay-.. 
Go ow1 safety issues ahead of time 
l)Ur kids Exprcs.., to them th< n<:"ed to stay togl'tlwr. 
ll U>mmends buymg kids wht..,tles. so when they 
don ' ltsl<' n to you and get lost an} way. they can blow it 
<llld b( <'asily found It's a cheap way to ensure your peace 
ol m1ntl . Additionall}. always take the t1me to o;;tr<:ss the 
impot lance of respecting natun• and the campstt< . 
HAVE FUN! I hts is the mo'>t vital tip. It's Important for 
appn•riatl' the outdoors and this 1s almost guarante<:"d 
they have enjoyable e>.penenn•s As Berry states. "If kid 
can build relatiOnships with the outdoors early, the} will be 
mo1e likely to apprec1ate tt and take care of it later in life." 
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J u:-.t bt•cause J{AC1BRAI has come and gone doesn't mean t lw cycling season in Iowa has ended. Thb fall, 
Bike World of Des Momes is teaming up \\"ith Honey 
Creek Resort ':>tate Park to present the ~econd annual Fall 
Cycling Festival. On Oct 9-10. strap the btkls to the car 
and hc•ad to the shores of Rathbun Lake for a weekend 
of great cycling. Dave Mable of Bike World says, "It's a 
gn•at ott asion to enjoy a beautiful resort, and gtvc s us 
the opportunity to host a variety of nders "Tht c vent 
caters to all cyclists with both gravel and pavement rides . 
CENTURY LOOPS 
rhc event kttks off Saturday morning with a pavement 
road ride lasting up to 100 miles If this seems daunting , 
there's the metric century loop, a more modest I 00 
kilometc·r ride (about 60 miles). Cyclists meet at the 
resort to check in and kickoff the nde. 
40-MILE RACE 
On Oct 9, Honev Creek hosts the 2010 Iowa Gravel Hoad 
Rau <:>t,lte Championships. This 40-nule race. sanctioned 
by l.~A l}ding, 1s open to enthusiasts mtc·n·stcd in 
stoking their competitive spirit or just looking for a good 
ride·. Single day licenses for non USA Cycling members 
are avatlable onsitc. The day ends with a chili din1wr. ltve 
music and a slide show of the day's fest1v;ties 
3S-MILE LAKESIDE RIDE 
Ilw weekend wraps up with a lakeside ride. using llonc•y 
Crec•k's trail ... ystem. allowing riders to enjoy Rathbun I.ak<' 
and prame -,cenery "It's perfect for rider~ lookmg to enjoy 
Iowa's ,golcl<·n fall," says Mable. "The trail cros .... es bndgc•s and 
th<' dam. It's just a beautiful path bouncing along the lake." 
\dvanced 1 eg1~tration encouraged. Registration costs 
arc· S25 per nder for access to all of event aclivtttes 
Paved Honey Creek b1ke trad along prame sect1on 
':>tngle-da~ l'SA Cycling licenses for the gravel race are 
an additional S10 For ride detail'> call DaH \table at Bike 
World (S1 S-2SS-7047) or www.bikeworldiowa.com. 
If a \\ eekend behind the handlebars leave" > ou craving 
pampering. the resort can meet those needs w1th comfy 
beds. a soak in the indoor pool, or loungu1g b} th<' 
mass1vc stone fireplace ''After the ride it will be a great 
place to relax,'' in a suite or one of the 28 tabtns, says the 
n sort's Hannah Wiltmuth, noting the bar and full service 
1 estauranl with lake views 
I, or Honey Creek Resort State Park de tails call 1-877-
677-3344 or VISit www.honeycreekresort.com '-.pec1al room 
1 ales appl} I or additional ride detail .... call Dave vlable at 
Bike World. 5 7 S-2SS-7047 
FAMILY FRIENDLY: Honey Creek Resort State Park has actiVIties 
for non cycling family members includmg guided hikes and crafts. 
Kayaking and h1kmg are popular and k1ds love the p1rate themed 
mdoor water park. 
OTHER ATTRACTIONS: Walk the resorts woodland and pra1ne 
paths, or enjoy the views as you tee off at The Preserve, an 18 hole 
golf course overlookmg the lake The Lakeshore Gnlle prov1des 
Amencan cu1sine, and an Impressive selection of Iowa wmes 
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Fall bring-; fi<'ry foliage and coolrr trmps, beckoning those who wilt in summertime h<'at and humidity. 
It also attracts maJ<:>stic birds of prey on the1r m1gration 
route south Hundr<>d" of hawk., pa-;-. through Iowa, 
providing exc<'ll<>nt educational opportunit1e" to witness 
1 the phenomenon of migration 
Whetht>r you're a b1rder or not. all arr W<'kome to 
HawkWatch at Effigy Mounds NatiOnal f\.lonument m 
northeast Iowa, just north of Marquellt' and McGregor the 
weekend of Oct 2 Naturalists will help iclt'ntify raptors and 
provide families with up-close encounters of hawk<; during 
live demonstration" Stop by the kids' arts and craft., area for 
I mask decoratmg, bracelet making and colonng 
Go for the dav or make a weekend out of it-free events 
and program" run all day aturday and <;.,unday. Hike \Vith 
a naturali-.t. observe> the capture and band1ng of raptors 
and falcons. and g<'t hands-on w1th crafts and activit1es. 
Visit the breathtaking bluffs and valley" at nt'arby 
Pikes Peak State Park or take a detour to Thr Ion 
Exchange, a nursrry that specialize>" in native 
wildflowers. grasses and plants (1878 Old Mission Dr. 
Harpers Ferry; 800-291 -21 43; ionxchange.com). 
I GRAB A SCOPE AND KEEP YOUR EYES PEELED 
., 
BROAD-WINGED HAWK-a few nest in Iowa forests, but 
this specie<> is often -.een in huge fall m1grat1on flocks. 
Look for pointrd wings, -.hort tails, dark brown bodies 
and pale underwing<> 
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RED-TAILED HAWK-thr most common iowa year-round 
hawk rc>s1drnt. many also come from farther north to 
w1ntN The'-'<' large hawk" have streaked undC'rsld<'" and 
pale> underw1ngs with a dark border 
SWAINSON'S HAWK-tt'-'ttally found in western part-- ol Lh<' 
lln1ted <;.,tate<>. but can be '-'C'<' migrating through \\e..,tt>rn 
Iowa 1n th<' fall. The> Swa1nson'" hawk 1s small with a 
wh1te face' and a dark band Heros" 1t" chest 
SHARP-SHINNED HAWK-can h<' found in boreal. or 
northc>rn, forests in Canada and the extreme northern 
Un1ted ~tate-.. but come-; to Iowa for winter Look for 
"mall hawk" with long tatl-. and red undersides 
COOPER'S HAWK-a year-round r<'sldrnt of Iowa, th1" 
SJ)('CIC's 1'-' becoming ont> of the mo-.t common woodland 
h<twks in the state. Thesr hawk" havf' long tatls. larg<' 
lwad" and broad wings with rC'ddish "treaks on the 
undersidr.., 
For more about Hawk\Vatch and Fffigy Mounds Nat10nal 
Monument. visit www.nps.gov/ efmo! planyourvisit/ annua/-
hawkwatch-weekend.htm or call 563-873-3491 . Campmg 
1s not allowed at the monum<'nt, located four miles north 
of Marquette and McGregor I\vo "tate areas offer camptng 
P1kes Peak State Park is about seven mt!C's south and Yellow 
River ~tHle Forest is north of Effigy Mounds. Make camp1ng 
rt'servations at 1-877-427-2757 or www.reserveiaparks.com. 
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chiYdren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A. jay Wwter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's training spectalist at 
the Springbrook Conservation Education Center. 
ASTRID, AGE 8, FROM DES MOINES ASKS: 
Where does the wind come from ? 
H ere's a non-blustery answer to a breezy qucslion-wmd ultimately comes from the 
sun heating the Earth's surface. Explain to your 
youngster that not everything heats up at the 
sanw rate when in the sunshine For example, 
your child can rcadil). understand that a sidewalk 
may be warm. even hot. while the grass next to 
it is cool. And so it goes across the planet-the 
sun doesn't warm the Earth evenly Land warms 
fastt·r than lakes or the vast oceans. And on land, 
various soils, rock and vegetative areas warm at 
diflerent rates Of course, while half the Earth is 
bathed 111 warming rays, the other half is cooling 
off in the darkn<>ss of night. Cloudy areas heal 
lc.,;s than areas with open skies. The equator 
heals up more than the polar areas. 
So what do variations in heat absorptiOn have 
to do with wind? Bob Dylan might say the answer 
is blowin' in the wind, but physics holds the k<')-
Heatcd air expands, and as it does, the air takes 
up more space That same volume of air weighs 
less anclll"es, that's how hot air balloons operate. 
As warm <ur nsc "· cooler air rushes in to take that 
space. This movement of air is known as wind 
On a global scale, the major wind systems on 
Earth ari-;c when large air masses around the 
0quator ns<> up from the warm ground and water 
and move toward the poles, causing cooler ai r from 
<>lo.;C'Wh<'r<' on harth to fill the void . Eventually as 
ail nse..,, it cools, compresses and s inks. Since th<' 
Earth is rotating, it g ives all this r is ing and falling 
air extra movement as well. (Older children may 
want to research the Coriolis Effect.) 
• 
' 
My father grew up in Charles C1ty and based on his accounts walked six m1les to school uph1ll both ways. It was as 1f he and M C Escher were 
ne1ghbors (Escher was the Dutch art1st that created opt1cal1llus1on sta1rs that 
ended up where they began.) Over t1me, I discovered that every adult of that 
era lived real close to my father's logic-defying environment. 
Speak1ng of log1c defy1ng, let me share some numbers. When I was 1n grade 
school. most k1ds walked or biked to school For me 1t was a SIX· block flat route. 
That was in the '60s. The figures have been gomg downhill ever since. As the 
number of kids walking and biking was cut in half and then cut in half again, 
the obesity rates have doubled and doubled again. Our numbers of overweight 
children have doubled and then tnpled. Corresponding rates of diabetes are 
soanng Our heav1est k1ds outwe1gh the heav1est k1ds from previous eras by a 
considerable amount as does the health and financ1al burden 
Today, children who walk or bike to school are flat out better off for the 
experience But the most dramatic figure is for girls. If a g1rl ndes a b1ke 
to school, she 1s seven t1mes more likely to reach the minimum fi t ness 
standards than her peers who are motored to school. Ch ildren who walk to 
and from school are not on ly hea lthier, but better students Teachers have 
reported Significantly improved behavior from classes that have logged as 
little as 12 mmutes of activity prior to the start of a school day. 
The good news7 Communities like Gnnnell, Atlantic, Fairfield, Elkader, 
Waterloo and others are workmg to create safe routes to school and 
environments and programs that encourage walk1ng and b1k1ng The Safe 
Routes to School program provides federal funds for such des1gn and 
construction as has Iowa's Department of Public Health 
These commun1ty plans link Sidewalks to schools, parks, busmess districts 
and res1dent1al areas to not only benefit young Citizens, but the oldest. It 1s a 
benefit to both schools and the business community. Creating walkmg and 
b1kmg routes contributes to a higher quality of life and becomes a marketing 
asset for recrui t ing employees and employers. 
But 1n way too many Instances, the epidemic of mactiv1ty and resultmg 
disease taxes the current economy and financial resources that can alleviate 
the problem. When times are tough the tough don't get going ... they layoff 
teachers, often physical education teachers. In Des Moines we spend over 
twice as many dollars on busing than we do on our physical education staff. 
A recent headline read that 18 teachers were laid off ... 1 can't watt for the 
headline announcing that 18 buses have been deactivated as more youth walk 
or b1ke to a school t hat is known for its quality physical education program . 
There is strong ev1dence that the cost of the obes1ty ep1demic w1ll double 
and thus bankrupt us! Yet the solution 1s right outs1de our doors. 
Tim Lane is the [it11ess consultant u•itll lou•a's Dept. of Public J/ralt/1 . 
A marathoner, former director of the National Ski Patrol, climber 
and volleyball coach, Jze has cycled across America and lotm 25 
times. lie promotes Live Healthy Iowa. 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
Game Birds 
and Water 
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ith the arrival of chilly mornmgs in 
the fall. stay warmer by locating your 
• 
campsite on a location open to the east 
The morning sun wrll warmth<' location 
mucb faster and help take off the chill. 
. "' ,.. 
• • 
• 
·-
IT TAKES 
MORE FUEL 
RESTART AN 
ENGINE THAN 
LET IT IDLE? 
Many clriv<·rs l'H'Iicve that letting their \'£>hide idle ts good forth<> <>ngine because tl helps \\arm it up 
Others icliP th<'ir vehicles dunng long \\ellis, ..;uch as at a 
clrive-thru or wh<•n parked, believmg it take" more gas to 
restart an <'ngin<' However, there ts no smgle source that 
gives idling tlw green light. On the contrar y, most agree 
this practin• n<'PCis to come to a screeching halt 
The ht>st wa> to warm up a cold engme 1..; to drive your 
V<'hicl<'. With th<• adv<>nt of electronic enguws >ou need no 
mon• than :{0 seconds of idling time before takmg off An 
idling Pngim· is not opt"rating at optimal temperature so 
fu<'l dop..; not unch•rgo complete combustiOn and therefore 
leaves fuel residue on the cylind<>r walls This r<>sidue is 
depositNI on and subsequently causes damage to <'ngine 
components including cylinders, spark plugs, and the 
rxhaust systPm and can contaminate th<• vehicle's 011. 
Iowa's state parks do not close after Labor Day, m fact. most are open year round. From Labor Day through October 31st. in addition to 
enjoying the beautiful colors of the changing season and watching 
migrating birds as they pass through, you can enjoy all of the 
amenities offered throughout the summer months including boating, 
camp1ng, fishtng, h1kmg, biking and a host of other act1v1t1es. 
From November 1st to March 31st camping is available on a first 
come, first serve baSIS. Many state parks offer amen1t1es that are ideal 
for wmter adventures. 
GEORGE WYTH M EM ORI AL STATE PARK in Waterloo has 
In addition. idling waste'> fu<'l. reduces vehicle 
performanr<> and mcr<>a"<'" V<'hicl<' emtsstons An idling 
v<•hkk gets zero milE's to the gallon Ten <;econd" of 
idling wast<•s more fuel than restarting your car Icllmg 
len minutes can use a<> much fu<·l a<> it takes to travel ftv<' 
milrs-this equates to 27 ga ll on<; of fuel wasted per year. 
A dt<'s<'l engine can burn a gallon per hour idling 
r.vt"ry gallon cf gas used produces about 19 pounds of 
carbon dioxide and also relea st>'> n 1 trogen oxtde. sui fur 
dioxide. benzene and many oth<'r toxin' into th<' atr. 
Prolonged expo<;ure to any of th<'se emi,sion" can l<'acl to 
"-<'rtou..; i11nes~ Children. who breathe fa<;ter than adults, 
arc <'sp<'cia1ly at high-nsk 
So, as far as this myth is concc•rned, all signs <>ugge"t 
that we should stop spinning our wheels and put th<> 
brakes on telling. 
WAUBONSIE STATE PARK, located in the picturesque Loess 
Hills, offers snowmobiling and cross country skiing. 
In addition to the parks mentioned above, many of Iowa's fifty-five 
state parks, recreation areas and forests offer similar recreational 
opportunities and most are opened year round unless weather 
conditions are prohibitrve. Restroom/shower faciltt1es, water hydrants 
and some cab1ns are available seasonally 
Those planntng an outdoor adventure can obtain more 
information regarding available amenrt1es and make reservatiOns at 
7-877-IAPARKS or www.reserveiaparks.com 
four lakes that can be accessed for ice fishing and So1owmobiling. NEED A GI FT FOR AN OUTDOOR ENTHU SIAST? Camping 
GULL POINT STATE PARK near historic Okoboji, boasts a host coupons can be purchased from any state park office orfrom the Iowa 
of winter activities including ice fishing, snowmobiling, ice-skating Department of Natural Resources, Wallace State Office Building, 502 
cross-country skung. East 9th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 503 7 9-0034. 
PilOT KNOB STATE PARK near Forest Crty has a warmtng house Coupons can be used in lieu of payment by cash or check. 
with electricity and heat that provides added comfort for tce skaters, Coupon books are valid for one year from the date of purchase and 
snowmobilers, cross country sk1ers and tee fishermen. are available in books of seven. For more information on purchase 
Visitors to RED HAW STATE PARK near Chartton enjoy of camping coupons vis1t httf?:l/www.towadnr.gov/ parks!camping! 
skating, sledding, skiing, snowmobiling or a brisk wrnter hrke along camping coupons.html _ •:" . 
Is that wrnd around the 72-acre lake. ..C 
~,of 
-
~ GOT A QUESTION? Send to · ASKTHEEXPERTS@D NR.IOWA.GOV +-- - - - - • 
--+ 
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LEFT: A promment sprmg roils up through a crev1ce at Malanaphy State Preserve two m1les northwest of Decorah A senes of cascadmg falls ends 
1n a 10 foot plunge mto the Upper Iowa River ABOVE LEFT Upper Iowa R1ver near Bluffton Fir Stand State Preserve TOP CENTER. Rural color near 
the state trout hatchery. TOP RIGHT: Chimney Rock area along the Upper Iowa River V1s1tors are treated to Jaw droppmg v1stas, w1th each bend m 
the road or tw1st of the trail displaying an entirely d1fferent landscape W1thm a mile of one another, craggy, treed cf1ffs and limestone formations 
resembling ch1mneys he in great contrast to the golden bronze farm fields, cold spnngs and gm-cfear trout streams they surround 
lwn the incomparable Dr. Seu<;s proclaim-; in 
his famous book "Oh, The Places You'll (,ot" lw 
probably didn't have Decorah and Winne'>hi<'k 
C ounly in mind And when he excitedly promi'>es, 
"Congratulations! Today is your day. You're off to grC'al 
plac<'s1 You're off and away!" his reference. likely. is not 
to thC' aforrnwntioned gems in the treasure trove that 1s 
northeast Iowa 111 autumn. 
Rut the good man's enthusiastic sendoff could 
apply to the lucky traveler to these havens. hungry for 
a morsel-no, make that a large helping-of natural 
wond<'rs and seac;onal beauty 
Appt>asing the appetites of refugees from frenz1ed malls 
and wackv interstates. Decorah and Winneshiek C otmty 
st>rv<· up a soothing alternative to society's mavhem -a 
fall feac;;t that mcludes a world gilded in foltage. cooled by 
frosty cav<'s, laced with trout-laden streams. cleav<'d by 
anriPnt bluffs. crisscrossed with friendly trails and guarded 
bv soanng eagles Trumping it all is the venerable Upper 
Iowa Riv<'r. flowing gracefu lly through the seac;on of calm 
surn•ncier and saving the best of its 136-mile str<>tch for 
WimwshiC'k County. 
"YC''>, w<> have it all," agrees Brenda Balk, dirC'ctor of the 
ConvC'ntion and Vi'>itors Bureau. "Travelers come yE-ar-
round for our wealth of activities, and fall is prime. They're 
oftt'n disappointed they don't have time to fit in everything " 
GETTINI"" ,,.., •o BEt 'l'NGS 
In the m1dst of al l these ri ches is Decorah, hugged by 
tlw Uppc•r Iowa R1ver. Settled by Norwegian imm1grants 
(<'ven "orne of lh<> autumn splendor is provided by 
or way maples). this idyllic. stor ybook town of 8.200 is 
wh<>re visitors get their bearing'> and first imprrssions 
of the region. 
Oh, to have every first impn.•c;sion be "0 po.,itive 
~trollmg down Water Street (a fitting namC' for a 
town that thrives on the liqu id assC't). a newcomer is 
introduced to robust businesses, cJa.,sy nic:hr shops and 
humming eateries. Balk confirms th<> aura of vitali ty 1s 
no illusiOn "Our economy is gotng "trong." c;he sayc; 
"So many people want to relocate h<"rP .. 
How<>ver. for thoc;e on an autumn vi.,it only. lucky you 
wh<>n It comes to lodging Cho1c<>s 1nclud<' <>verythmg 
from no-nonsense. national chain inns and charming 
B&B.., to the grandly restored Hotel \\'mnec;;l11ek. wh1ch 
profes-.('s to "wrap its guests in 21 '>t century comfort and 
19th r<>ntury charm." 
Prefer a rustic place with c:anoC' or kayak rental along 
with th<> bed' There's one around <>v<>ry brnd. W<'nchng 
through shimmery-gold corn and bean fields Van Gogh 
could have painted, accommodation-seek<>rs ran cltsc:over 
any numb<>r of finds such as Hutchinc;on Family Farm 
(www.hutchff.com) on Sc<>nlc RivN Road. This operation 
off<>rs river campsites, fishing and hunting privileges, 
watercraft rental, shuttle service and a log cabin on the 
riverbank. "vVhen I was young, we put our canoes in the 
Upper fowa across from wh€'re the cabin patio is now." 
r<>Orcts 88-year-old Beida Smith, whoc;e daughter and 
son-tn-law, Dixie and Tim Hutchtnc;on. run tht' curr<>nt 
businec;s. As she reminisces. th<> intermingling hoots of 
owls float down from the trees and laughter of canoe1sts. 
comes up from the water and acro'>s the patw Soon. 
howevt"r. silence prevails and confirms Dix1e's -;logan 
for their enterpri se· Come and listen to the quu.'t 
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:Lost 6Jn 6Jowa 
Hungry? Back in I>ecorah. palate-tempting pleasure<> 
are dtshed out at mult1ple restaurant-. If you're tnto 
tradition. try the pizza at .\Iabc'!'. ( <hw of tht• 100 
thing" to cat in Iowa before }OU d1<. ... Instructs the Des 
:\Ioines Rcg1stc r. Ronn1e's rolls at Ruby's ("\\"e bought 
the recipe at clllcllon for $425." sa}s OWIH'I .Jo Olson). 
and the creamy delights at Whippy Dip ("Yesterday I 
gladly waited in line 30 minutes for a cone." claims local 
res1dent ]ada Bahls Kargalski}) 
The h1-;tonlal. cultural and cducatwnal venue" 111 
the cit~ are most)} self-guided-tours. including the 
\'esterheim and Porter House museums. a!'. well as 
Octagon House 
, .... UP TH£ --- - "'l R 
In bestowing her abundance, Mother Naturt' was no 
slouch here. Talk about favoritism' Iwery square inch 
of Winneshiek County appears to be drt•nrhed 111 beauty 
and ovcrflowmg w1th recreatiOnal opportunities 
Fall's mellow \vinds. \\arm air and sapphire sk) 
sportmg fluify clouds beg residents and toun,ts alike 
to hike or bike Trout Run Tra1l. Thts pan•d 12-mile loop 
around Decorah. thr result of intense commumty effort, 
has been offiCially designated one of lo\\a's (,real Places 
umcrous access points allow users to work 111 anything 
from a 10-minute leg stretch to a lengthy ride Along its 
course are parks and campgrounds. sp1111gs and streams, 
vistas of cragg} bluffs and farm valk}s. a ma-;sJve bald 
eagle's nest. an artsy -,tcel arch over the trail and the 
inv1ncible l pper Iowa "It's a great way to escape to nature 
without leavmg to\\n," states Jan Htikl s of Decorah. 
Although Trout Run 1s the htghest profile trail around. 
Travis Greentree. owner of Decorah Bicydes, pomts out, 
"There's terrain for all skill "ets. We have 16 miles of 
off-road trails in thC' bluffs that offer thrill c,;eekers the 
challenges of rocks. roots and heights." Tra1l names such 
a..; I og jam and Roller Coaster intrigue the adventurous 
and spook the t1m1d. 
,. ,.., .. ,. 1\ .. ,,., C' .. ~-- IUT WAT"'nS 
~bricks of laughter shoot from a nook in the bluffs 
at tlw edge of town Two youngsters scurry from the 
opcmng of Ice Cave. part of the state's preserves system 
and the largest icc cave between the AtlantiC Ocean and 
the 13lack H1lls. "Its freezing in there'" caution:s one. Xo 
doubt' Cold a1r trapped in winter freezes spring's melting 
sno\\ as It dnps onto the frigid \\ails. forming icc that 
n matns throughout summ<. r. D<H\11 the road is Dunning's 
~p1 ing, an impres'3ive 200 feet waterfall. 
It's gospel that northeast Iowa is synonymous with first-
rate t1 out ftshing and Decorah 1s no exception 1\umc• ous 
coldwater limestone springs feed local creeks and 
stJ cams However. the picture hasn't always been so ros} 
Bill Kallshtk. a D\R fisheries biologist explatns I rout 
rcqu1re clean water and by 19RO onl} s1x IO\\a streams 
were free enough of st:dunent and pollutants to sustain 
trout The good news 1s the streams today are mud1 
cleaner because of habitat improvement and, especially, 
landowners working With agent 1es on watershed projects " 
At the Decorah State F1sh Hatchery. manager Brian 
.\lal,use confirms the turnaround. "Thirty-two northeast 
Iowa trout streams now haw naturally reproducing 
populations." he sa} s. "and we stock 17 others· 
Like morel hunters. trout angler' often ha\e z1pped liP" 
about revealing then favontc fishing spot. Bob and Hob 
Echclbargcr. a Mason C1ty father son duo. aren't scrrdive 
about their preference for 
Cold Water Creek Do they 
l1sh here often:> "Oh. yeah, 
I'm ell raid so ... chuckles 
1'\1-year-old Bob. as he stands 
on a nud stream boulder. 
cleaning a trout. A WWII 
vt't, "1 just had a great Honor 
flight trip to Washmgton D C 
but was anxious to gel back 
here I'm a river rat, raised on 
the !VlissJ'isippi. and grt'\\ up 
f1shmg Guess I passed 11 on 
to Hob .. 
Indeed trout rules here. but 
Dnorah native Carl Bergan 
likes bass and walleye. too 
Pushmg off in his boat at 
Clumney Rock bridge to fish 
under a pre-sunset, lavender 
-
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INDIAN SU MMER: Autumn's red and gold, plus the 
green of fir trees, un1que to the area. highlight the 
wh1te-grey limestone. Art 1st Bounnak Thammavong 
created "R1ver Horizon Archway# that spans Trout 
Run Tra1l10 Decorah, a paved, 12-mile loop around 
the city. SILENT NIGHT: Hospitality and impeccable 
service are trademarks of the Hotel Winneshiek, 
an opulently restored landmark in the heart of 
Decorah. BOTTOM LEFT: Expenence a b1t of Norway 
without go1ng overseas. The Vesterheim Museum 
in Decorah is the oldest and most comprehensive 
museum in the U.S. ded1cated to a single imm1grant 
group. TROUT HAVEN: A dozen-plus trout streams 
meander 10 Wmneshiek County Coldwater Creek, 
below, gushes forth from a spnng nestled against 
towenng bluffs that h1de Iowa's most extens1ve 
cave system. (See our May/June 2009 issue for 
more on the cave.) It IS Iowa's first stream to have 
naturally spawnmg ram bow trout. 


I 
and-pink-streaked -,ky, he comments, "I love the sohtude 
of these qu1et fall days on the water" L1ke so man} 
anglers, he lOil'>lders fi shmg to be more than JUst the 
thnll of the catch. 
t l""''..ftt ,,.. T 
Ross Bosworth, DNR techntcian. is a man with a ll11ss1on 
as he tromps under the color-coated leaves of sugar 
maples, basswoods and red oaks that populate the 
rugged forest of Malanaphy Springs State Prcse1 ve near 
Decorah Halting, he points upward "You' ll like that." he 
says to fellow h1kers Hundreds of teet up, water tumbles 
from a lrevice 111 a cliff "Some of these bluffs are 300 feet 
h1gh and they're loaded with springs" f hen he abruptly 
concentrates on the forest floor "Careful. There arc 17 
spcucs of land snails here and they're really fragile ." 
I he ultimate destmation-and reward-lor anyone 
up for tht' trek through Malanaphy Preserve~'> the 
hard-to-reach senes of cascadmg falls endmg 111 a 10-foot 
waterfallmto the L pper Iowa 
After the vigorous romp through Malanaph}. 1t's a n1u· 
re-.plte to VIeW Bluffton r ir Stand ~tate Preserve from the 
side of Bluffton Road. etght miles from DelOI ah Along 
w1th 1nterm1ttent splotches of yellow and red, the I .>0 feel 
h igh, nollh faCing cliffs naunt bnght green Balsam firs 
strut auoss the steep slopes like paradwg sold 1crs "I hesr 
trees a1 e usually found much farther north ," rema rks 
Bosworth. An observer believes the hardy firs dese1 v<· 
respect f01 their grit m hanging on in such a tough place 
If a populanty contest were held for "hwonte 
\\ mn<•sh1ek County Preserve," the v.inner undoubtedly 
would be Cold \Yater Spring because 1t has the 1<11·gest and 
most elaborate <.avern system in Iov.a. \\lth 16 milt's of 
pa.,.sage"' Zlg.lagging through Cold \\ater (aH·. ' I hl' spring 
itsPif i"' the cx1t of a stream that courses through tht' cav<'. 
' I hP topography of the preserves and of northea"'l Iowa 
in general is karst, a landslape featunng caves, springs 
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LEFT A cyclist ndes the d1ke near 
downtown Decorah Casual cyclists 
and serious mountain b1kers have 
an abundance of t rails to choose-
everything from the smooth, paved 
Trout Run Trail to challenging rock-
and root strewn trails that careen 
through craggy bluffs. OPPOSITE 
PAGE· Bluffton F1r Stand State 
Preserve contains one of the largest 
populations of balsam fir 1n Iowa 
Typically found farther north, the firs 
dot the cliffs on the low parts of sheer 
150 foot h1gh walls, while the upper 
canopy cons1sts of red oak, sugar 
maple and basswood A dense growth 
of Canada yew covers the forest floor. 
and 'Sillkholes underlain by lirm stone. 
GENUr' ---'NG TO THE UPPER IOWA 
Bike the 'Slopes. hike the trails. fish the .... trlams. discover 
pr e">erves and explore caves Obvious!} the Decorah-
\\ wnesh1ek County "to do" list 1s endless. But the creme 
de Ia creme IS a late-season paddl111g trip on the Upper 
Iowa "Our nver is recogni.ted as one of the be-,t places 
to paddle 111 the country," proclauns Kall">lwk. "and the 
scenery is some of the best you'll eve1 see" 
rhc stretch from Kendallville to Decorah pre..,enh 
a contradiction of both palette and landst ape Ragmg 
red orange and muted auburn-gold fOie">h and f1elds 
adorn one stde of the river: gray-black. 300 ft•et-high v.alls 
of limestone ascend the other L pstream of Dt>corah. the 
two extreme-,; compromise. as \\ooded bluffs lme both 
s1des ~pnngs start flO\\ 1ng mto the river hl n 
A fair!} high v.ater level. hors<. shol bends. spirited riffles 
and a fe\.,- rap1ds make traveling eas} and portagt s ft·\\. 
Ott aswnally, tangled limb:. and dangling brant hes thwart 
the paddler's progress, but most!} the rin:r runs free. 
\\ 1ldlife-a deer. four raccoon ..... a muskrat-skitter about. 
Before long. familiar landmarks appear Lutht r College, 
Pulpit Rock. Phelps Park and the f1sh hatcher} Ove1 head. 
the c1ty's resident bald eagle glides toward home. 80 kl't 
up 111 a cottonwood tree near the hatchery All1n all. 
the JUst traversed stretch of watery highway lenders a 
composite of lhe ephemeral beauty of lall1n 1101lheast Iowa. 
lNG PLANS FOP • nn ......... ,..,. .. ,. 
Remember the lament of frustrated VIsitors "There's not 
enough time to fit in ever} thmg!" It's true. but that JUst 
calls for another great tnp 
I here's st1ll Festma and Fort Atk1nson. 
~pllh llle and Burr Oak. 
~pnngs and streams and parks to be set n. 
Oh. the places you'll go! !!I! 
~r 
•r 
lis 
s 
ot 
----
Winneshiek County Convention & Visitors Bureau 
P.O. Box 11 , Decorah, lA 52101 
800.463.4692 or www.decoraharea.com 
• Burr Oak 
Bluffton For Stand 
StatePreserv~ 
Bluffton 
Malanaphy Springs 
State Pre~rve * 
Spollville • 
Fort Atkonson • 
Festona 
WINNESHIEK COUNTY 
) 
• Decorah 
• Castalia 
l If 
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RUBAIYAT 
f·r·rljr•l t!INtr;!lt 
Unique Iowa 
outdoor apparel! 
Profits from the Iowa Nature Store go 
directly to the improvement of our 
Iowa state parks. 
_, • I I" \\'t.st \'\~rrr Sr, Dt~:orah, L~ • 56l 382 \\'INE (?463) ~ F.nd us on 
" \V. rub~rmrrsuur1_1'!,COf1_. Resti'\';IIIOn\ •ppr«'IJird ... Facebook 
www.iowanaturestore.com 
or call toll free 1.866.410.0230 
C,ested sutte 
Aaron at tJ\t. I Resource aod 
o Natura 
fP..Ci. forestr'IIS I itle department IS 
•• agroeot. or £colo9'1~'~'ao P..olroal E.coi09'1 mal . 
"ome to tne 
also " 
Forestry student Aaron Rector didn't want a 
desk JOb So he worked for the Colorado State 
Forest Serv1ce where he spent 45 hours in the 
f1eld for every hour he spent 1n the off1ce He had 
plenty of t1me to analyze the forest ecosystems 
1n plam s1ght of lynx, badgers and bobcats. And 
he landed it thanks to the College of Agriculture 
and L1fe Sciences at Iowa State Univers1ty. Our 
resources helped Aaron ga1n real-l1fe expenence 
to enhance h1s learn1ng and resume. And, for 
Aaron, that meant a career outs1de of the office. 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Agriculture and life Sciences 
515-294-2766 I www.agstudent.iastate edu 
Cl... 
~ 
~ 
Escape to the peaceful_: ,c _ .~r:tii' of America's Heartland in the 
JOliN: DEERE CREEK VILLAGE 
- - C" ' 
• e '-s '!.. --......-. ., • • » 
llagt:. IJ!~p_!!ed by~ 1.Jioma~ !i!nkade al!!t John De 
lstvelv fro!W 1Ha· 
- . 
•?IT R E ES•=-
" Deer Creek Bed & Breakfast~' measures approx. 5" high and includes 
J;l -·· ... • ' . 
FREE ERTL~ die-cast metal Johii Deere Tractor 
T homa~ Kinkade and John Deere Together, the) 're m!>plratwn for the heartwarmmg 
jolr11 Deere Creek Village Collect roll excluSJ\ el) 
from Hav. thorne Each sculpture 1s meticulously 
hand-cast and hand-pamted to enhance every 
v•ondrous detaJI and bnng nostalgiC charm to all 
your ho!Jda) !> to come 
at the same attractive pnce-w1ll be ~ent to 
Chartt•r Subscnbcr..., about e\ ery other month 
Your second JS<,ue \\JJI be the Lllummated 
"John Deere Barn" v. 1th FREE die-cast John Deere 
"Tractor Hay ndc") ou can cancel at any time b) 
'>impl) nohf} mg u~ Of course, w1th our 365-da) 
guarant<.'c,) our sahsfachon 1~ assured 
~WTHORNE Vll.illAGE 9210 N. MARYLAND STREET, NILES. IL 60714-1322 
Exceptional value; attractively priced. 
Begm your collection v. ith "Deer Creek Bed & 
Breal...fa!>t" and FREE d1e-cast John Deere "Tractor " 
your<, for three easy payments of $19 99*, the hrst 
due before sh1pment Subsequent sculpture~-
A Landmark Collection. Act now! 
Strong demand ,.., expected from John Deere and 
Thoma., Kmkade fans alike Orders are limited to 
Q.Qf.{_Q.Ilectlon per customer. so please don't wa1t 
Smd 110 mOIICif 11ow Just mail the coupon toda) 
C'2010 AC Ertl. Inc <r'.!010 Thomas K1nkade Cl2010 Hawthorne V1llage 14 ·17910-001 ·BIN www.bradfordexchange.com 
A Bradford EJCchange Company 
YeS! Plc.1~<! enter my Charter 
Sub~criphon for ~ fohll Ot•ert Cruk 
\rrllagt collection !>tartmg wtth the 
Limited-time Offer-Please Respond Promptly 
1 • Deer Creek Bl•d & Breakta~t" and 
I 
1 FREE dtc c.1~t John Deere "Tractor 
: a~ dl•scribl•d in thi~ announcement 
: I need SF'\iD 1\0 MOI\E'r '\iOV\ 
Stgn.1tur' 
\.IJ'o \lr \I' 
Add""'' 
: -PI S9 99 ''l !r.-.: AI _..,. <.l~!!tl to .:ttOQret N C h -- -... t.lll" 
1 ~~~~ :t ••• ~ ,1\ PI '3l.< • oo 4·6 wttls lo• dt' ,..., 
: Certificate of Authenticity & 365-Day, Unconditional Guarantee 
Aptl'\i> 
bp 
49215-10701 
~--------------------------------------------------------------
Austin .__,,_,u, 
thlsP"ast 
at the 201 0 
after winn 
the 3,200 
(2-mile) Class 3A 
run. Two days 
ter he won the 
.600 meter race. 
Top Parks for Trail Runners 
Many park trails come with a plan Brogan Austm took advantage of the 
famll1ar "box" step design at Ledges. "The steps are des1gned w1th the 
same rise;· explains Angela Cono, from the DNR parks bureau MYou know 
each step is going to rise 6 inches. You can focus on the view instead of 
tree roots and Irregular terrain.' 
LAKE MACBRIDE 
Johnson-County, five miles west of Solon 
A five mile crushed limestone trail at the north entrance starts with a 
steep hill, then flattens- perfect for racking up miles Near Solon, a 
couple rolling inclines challenge runners. 
The trail "gets our athletes off the roads and to a softer su rface The 
terrain is similar to most cross country courses," notes Emy Williams, cross 
country coach at Solon High School. Her teams use it regularly, as do The 
Un1versity of Iowa, Cornell and Coe colleges. 
A bonus 1.5 mile loop connects the beach to the Macbnde/Coralville 
Reservoir dam. In all, it's about 20 miles of trails that thread along the lake 
or through the steep, wooded terrain 
STONE STATE PARK 
Plymouth Woodbury counties, north of Sioux City 
Eight miles of steep trails. "Surprisingly, we get qu1te a few runners, Briar 
Chff and Morningside colleges and area h1gh schools come out regularly," 
says park ranger Kevin Pape. "The M1ssour1 R1ver Runners Club sponsors 
1ts Broken Toe Trail Run here"The Big Sioux R1ver provides great v1ews. 
GEORGE WYTH STATE PARK 
Black Hawk County, Waterloo/Cedar Falls 
W1th 55 miles of paved park trails, runners have dependable, smooth 
surfaces, plus six miles of grass trails in shady areas along the Cedar River 
The park lmks to 65 miles of metro trails. "The cross country team from 
Cedar Falls High School will run from school out here to the park and 
then back," says park ranger Gary Dusenberry "The National Guard does 
its physical fitness training here, too.fl 
GREEN VALLEY STATE PARK 
Union County, two miles northwest of Creston 
Creston residents often jog, walk or rollerblade the three miles from 
town. The trail enters near the dam, on the south edge of the park, 
openmg to nine miles of lakes1de grass tra1ls Southwestern Community 
College's cross country team does the full circUit 1n a workout. 
VOLGA RECREATION AREA 
Fayette County, two miles northeast of Fayette 
Twenty five miles of tra1ls pass through anc1ent l1mestone bluffs 
and wooded hills in this northeast corner of Iowa Most trails are a 
combmat1on of grass and sand, great for dry weather running. 
We get a few joggers and occasionally North Fayette and Valley of 
Elgin cross country runners;• says Volga ranger Scot Michelson Keep 
mentally sharp because "It's an equestrian trail, too, so you do need to 
dodge a few road apples:' 
PIKES PEAK STATE PARK 
Clayton County, south of Marquette/Macgregor 
You won't get much speed work due to steep bluffs overlooking the 
Mississippi River. The wooden boardwalk leads to a wall of sheer 
limestone and jaw-dropping vistas. Eleven miles of rugged d1rt trail, 
feature more tree roots than fnendly steps. "We usually see our regular 
runners The trails are their network. They create their own route; says 
Matt Tschirgi, park manager. And he points out, Pikes Peak is known for 
some of the best hiking in Iowa. 
• 
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network and squeeze-chute. And I've consulled with bison 
managers 1n several states. regarding reintroduction and 
management," he adds. 
Planning for their arrival included o;;ecuring finances 
and building sturdy fences to ensur<' the stout animals 
were sa fe ly contained within the popu lous northwest 
Iowa farming community. Moats says "barbed wire fences 
are adequate in the less populated wt>stern states. We'll 
keep tht>m in a smaller 2-acre fenced area for a few days, 
to make sur<' tht>y've traveled well. and will then release 
them into our 125-acre trap pasture. where they will 
over-winter Tht>y'll be turned into the larger 500-acre 
pasture next spring." 
Bison wNr an important part of th e prairie 
ecosystem, contributing to its hC'a lt h and diversity. 
These big grazers kept many aggrC'ssivr plant species 
under control. 10 turn fostering a greater diversity of 
prairie grasst>s and fo r bs, or flow<•ring plants, on the 
once-vast seas of open prairies 
This initial herd is relatively young, all less than 10 
years of agt', and consists of five bulls. seven calves and 16 
cows. some of which arc pregnant. "Bison generally mate 
from July through August. have a nine-month gestation, 
and giv<" birth begi nning in mid-April" says Moats. 
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ABOVE Broken Kettle Grasslands manager Scott Moats releases 
a young bison from the 54 foot tra1ler that brought 1t and 27 
companrons 460 m1les across South Dakota from the Lame Johnny 
Creek Ranch LEFT Once fam1ly members have reunited, the road-
weary b1son relax and consume hay OPPOSITE After each b1son IS 
headed down a squeeze chute they are secured and veterrnarrans 
admrn1ster vaccinations and add ear tags. ElectroniC ID tags are 
rnJected JUSt under the skrn and harr samples are col lected from 
the tall of each animal for DNA analysis. All details are recorded 
THE QUEST FOR GENETICALLY PURE BISON 
For 10 years. scientists from fexas A&i\.1 Untversitv have 
tested btson Dl"A to h<'lp guide' conservationists They 
1denttfied 14 genetic markers that come from cattle, and 
after testing more than 7,000 btson, the team is confident 
that on ly two public herds-in Wind Cave and Yellowstone 
National Parks-lack ev1dence of cattle genes. 
The ature Conservancy's Bob Hamilton is a 
bison <.>xpert in Oklahoma for hun and others, the 
rC'1ntroduction of genetically pure btson to the remaining 
pratrie ecosystems is v1tal "Most bt on on vanous pn\iate 
ranches throughout the U ~ contain cattle mitochondna, 
due to <"Xperimental cross1ngs initiated between a 
frmale cow a nd a male bison, back in the late 1800s. 
Mitochondria are responsible for energy production 
within each animal's cell structure, and the introduction 
of cattle mitochondria caus<•s an energy reduction in 
those b1son with cattle grne" 10 their background Tht>se 
ammals are at a disadvantage, and may grow more "lowly 
and have less energy than genNically pure b1son And 
gC'nC'ttcally pure bison do much bC'ttcr in winter than 
cattlr," he says. 
With five years of screening tests, about 5 to 10 
percent of the bison herd was culled to remove cattle 
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genes. Bison do much better in the northern states and 
Canada than cattle, because of their winter hardtness and 
ability to deal with cold weather. "We don 't sec wmtrr 
stress in bison until the temperature drops below -25 
degrees Fahrenheit," says Hamilton. 
THE FIRST ROUNDUP 
It's now October 2009, time for the first annual b1son 
roundup. Broken Kettle staff and local recruits all have 
assigned duties. Each bison is herded into th e squ<•rzr-
chute, and the power of each grown animal is apparent from 
the shaking of the 5,000-pound steel framework as they are 
secured. Veterinarians administer vaccinations and ear tags. 
Electronic ID tags are injected under the s kin, and hair 
samples collected from the tail of each animal undergo DNA 
analysis. All details are recorded. The roundup ends without 
incident, and the herd is confined for a day or so (to ensure 
no animals were injured) before release into the pasturr 
WINTER, WALLOWS AND RENEWAL 
It's been a year since the reintroduction and all Broken 
Ket tie bison survived their first winter. although they lost 
some weight. "This is normal, and all are in good health," 
says Moats. By the end of the first year. "they seemed 
to relax and adapt right away and the first wallow was a 
su rprise They loved grazing on the new grass that followed 
the prescribed burn areas." Bison c reate mud or dust 
wallows to rid themselves of ticks and for other reasons. 
And grass which follows a fresh burn is very nutntious. 
Best of all, nine calves were born during the first summer 
at Broken Kettle. 
GROWING A PURE HERD 
"The Nature Conservancy's plan is to maintain four 
satellite herds" says Hamilton, and animals will be 
swapped as breeding stock between the Lame Johnny 
Creek Ranch, Broken Kettle, Missouri's Dunn Ranch 
and th e Tall Grass Prairie Preserve in Oklahoma. 
Gene ti c testing and cu lling of bison with cat tle genes will 
continue. Broken Kettl e added 15 more 1 to 2-year-old 
bison from the Lame Johnny Creek Ranch during fall 
2009, and will add about the same number during fall 
2010. The expanding herd also added 20 new calves las t 
spring. Moats says the long-term goal "is to reach a herd 
of 250 bison grazing within a 2,500-acre fenced area." 
And with a look of pride and a sense of hi s tory written on 
hi s face, he adds "Broken Kettle's Loess Hills landscape 
made them look grand . They look like they truly belong." 
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Get Involved 
Support The Nature Conservancy efforts 
to restore b1son and prame 1n Iowa 
Volunteer, learn more, or donate at 
www.nature.org/ iowa or 515-244 5044. 
From Millions To Dozens 
Bison Nearly Driven 
To Extinction 
Bison once inhabited the grac:;slands of North America 
in massive herds, estimated at 50 to 75 million ammals 
A strong relationship between Am<•rican Indians and 
bison existed for thousands of years, and btson were the 
center of life for the Plains tribes, provichng food, shelter, 
c lothing and spiritual mspiration. It is said that every part 
of a bison was used in some way, and so the demise of the 
American bison changed their lives forever. 
The near extermination of bison did not occur in 
a few short violent years. The fur trade, wh1ch began 
in the 1600s, initially focused on b<·aver, but then 
began shipping bison robes to r.urop<' By the early 
1800s, trade in robes and buffalo tongues mcreased 
signtficantly with 200,000 bison k1lb on the platns 
annually The 1830s to 1860s \\ere the four decades in 
wh1ch most of the bison slaughter occurred Wagon 
loads of robes and tongues moved cast, occasionally with 
select cuts of meat. Newly built railroads brought sport 
hunters. and the decimation of the b1son population 
continued. By the early 1880s. only a few free-ranging 
bison remained. 
In his book "A Country So Full of Game, the Story of 
Wild life in Iowa," retired Iowa Sta te University professor 
of animal ecology James j. Dinsmore addresses the 
demise of bison in Iowa. He notes that "bison were once 
found throughout Iowa, although the greatest numbers 
were in the northwestern and north-central parts of the 
stale. In most of Iowa, bison disappeared a few years 
after settlers arrived. The average mt<•rval between the 
date of the first permanent settlement 111 a county and the 
last record of a bison there is only s1x years B1-;on had a 
reputation of having good meat and lots of 1t. and anytime 
one could be killed, it was an econom1c bonus for those 
settlers lucky enough to be there for the partakmg." 
The only continuously wild bison herd in the United 
States survived within Yellowstone altOna) Park 
Numbering between 3,000 and 3,500, th1'i g<•net1cally 
pure herd is descended from a remnant population of 
just 23 individual mountain bison that surv1ved lh<' mass 
s laughter of the 1800s by remaining undiscovered in the 
Pelican Valley of Yellowstone Park. 
Wind Cave National Park in South Dakota's Black 
Hills, is home to the other genetically pure bison herd. 
descended from wild bison. The Wind Cave herd's roots 
come from 14 bison donated in 1913 by the New York 
Zoological Society in the Bronx. The too, recognizing the 
potential for extinction of America's bison, exercised great 
foresight by obtaining a number of animals, years earlier. 
Six more bison from Yellowstone National Park were added 
in 1916, and this herd became one of scveral conservation 
herds established through the efforts of the American 
Bison Society. ~ 
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about 4 moles 
south on Hwy 7S 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY 
GETTING THERE: On I 29 north of 
S1oux City, take exit 151 to Iowa 
Highway 12 and head north into 
Riverside. After crossing the railroad 
tracks, turn lef t, go1ng north on 
H1ghway 12 (Sioux R1ver Dnve) four 
miles past ItS JUnCtiOn with County K18 
to Butcher Road Turn nght (east) on 
Butcher Road and go about one mile. 
BISON CALVES: After traveling from 
South Dakota last year, the herd faced 
a tough Iowa winter "That they're able 
to calve tells me the forage is adequate 
and everything they need is here. They 
should be able to thrive and do what 
we want them to do ecologically; says 
Scott Moats, manager of Broken Kettle 
Grasslands Preserve. 
The return of the SBfcies is 
important as "Bison pptlde a crucial 
grazing disturbance that creates a 
healthier and more diverse prairie; says 
Sean McMahon, director ofThe Nature 
Conservancy in Iowa. "Now that we've 
returned this rare population of bison 
to Iowa's premier prairae we expect our 
native grasses and wildhowers will do 
even better," he says. 
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STORY BY MICK KLEMESRUD PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
he best fall walleye fishing happens when the 
early November deer r ut occurs and many 
anglers are sitting in a tree stand holding a bow 
instead of a fishing rod. But "Don't hang up your 
rod," says j im Wahl. fisheries supervisor for the DNR'o.; 
northwest district. "Fall is a great time to catch big fish." 
In addition to big fish, other temptations pull in 
anglers-boat traffic is down, cooler temperatures prevail 
and fewer pesky bugs exists. Here's how to get your fish. 
THE RIVERS 
Around the first week of November, walleyes crowd into 
over-wintering holes looking for an easy meal. 
In 2000, the DNR increased stocking walleye 
fingerlings in northeas t Iowa rivers and the populations 
took off. While most Iowa rivers have good walleye 
numbers. two rate "best of the best:" the Shell Rock River 
from Greene to the confluence of the Cedar River (Butler 
and Black Hawk counties), and the Cedar River from 
Nash ua to Vinton (Chickasaw to Be nton counties) 
"We've had really good reports all through those stretches,'' 
says Greg Gelwicks, DNR rivers research biologist 
By late summer and early fall, rivers typically have low, 
clear flows. Walleyes are found in 4 to 6 feet of water in 
current breaks. like logs or downed trees and near areas 
with flow, like riffles. A sandbar that drops off to a pool is 
a good place to find active fish. 
Cast a jig and night crawler into the pool, and on the 
retrieve, lift and drop the bait. Another method is vertically 
jigging the area or cast into the current and Jet it swing 
the jig into the break. J ig size depends on flow. Use only 
enough weight to feel the bottom. Gelwicks says he uses 
1/16-ounce jigs in light flow and wi ll move up to 1/8-ounce 
in moderate flow. Crankbaits and plastics will work, too. 
"They like to sit on the current break and watch for 
food to come by," says Gelwicks, who implanted walleye 
with radio transmitters in the Wapsipinicon River and 
tracked their movements for five years. He says walleyes 
start moving to overwintering holes in October and fini sh 
by November. Deeper holes are 10 to 20 feet deep and out 
of the current. He says walleyes hang by the drop-offs 
and aren't necessarily in the deepest pa r t. 
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Wh1le fa ll walleyes are put t1ng on the feedbag 1n preparation for 
wmter, they are not as aggress1ve as spring fish. The key IS lighter, 
smaller and slower on presentat ion. 
\\' hen in their winter holes. switch to minnows 
(,eJwick<; likes to anchor and work the arra with a jig. If 
there are no bites. he moves downstream one boat length 
to try again. If the hole is large, he trolls it w1th a thr<'<'-
way rig Find holes at sharp river bends. around bndgrs 
or dredged areas that may be near quarries 
Lake fishing tactics change fo r fa ll wa ll eyes. Use large 
live bait, fi s h s low and deep during day ligh t. At sunsrt. 
usc twister tails or shallow running c rankbait s from 
s hore. Wall eyes a re common near bridges, poin ts 
or "neck down" areas with flow. "Neck downs" arc 
co ns tri ctions or funnels, like the footbridge and Buffalo 
Run a t Spirit Lake, and the sandbar a t Mcintosh Woods 
on Clear Lake. 
"It's s low fi shing. It's not 50 fi sh in the boat, but a slower 
bite-but you will be rewarded with larger fi s h," Wahl says. 
Fishing sunset to after dark is best. With clearer 
fall water, walleye become spooky and run deep during 
the day. At night. they come closer to shore, making 
shoreline angling with waders a good option. 
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Preferred baits are jigs with a tw1ster tai l or "had body. 
or a shallow r unning crankba1t e1thrr prncil- or minnow-
shaped. The lure should only divr 2 to 4 feet Uo;e s low. 
steady retrieves without excess movemrnt as th e fi s h 
aren't as aggressive as during the s pnngt1 m<.' 
Walleyes are looking for food to increase their body weight 
before winter and to develop eggs for the s pring spawn. 
"They are oppo r tunis tic feeders this time of year, 
and they target frogs in th e fa ll. " Wahl says. 
Leopard frogs mig rate from s loughs to lakes in 
September and October to overwin ter, providing a 
food source. A few locati ons where th r mig ra tion will 
take place are on Garlock Sloug h on Wes t Okoboj i and 
Trick les Sloug h on Spirit Lake, among othe rs . Walleyes 
a lso begin gath e ring around points, like Big Stoney Point 
on Spirit Lake and Dodges Point on Clear Lake . 
If fis hing mid-day, use la rge baits like a 5- to 6-inch 
minnow up to a small s ucker placed on a 3/8-ounce jig 
or Lindy rig. Look for sharp breaks where lake contours 
drop to deeper water. like Omaha Point, Pillsbury Point 
or Pocahontas Point on West Okoboji Lake. Slowly move 
the bait by drifting or with a trolling motor. 8 
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of a divine being, or a place to renew your soul. take 
a walk along the Overlook Trail in Bellevue State 
Park this fall. 
Stroll through the scattering of magenta and yellow 
sugar maple leaves resting on supple green grass. Stand 
on Inspiration Point (also known as Pulpit Rock) befor<> 
the wide Mississippi River and just breathe. Take in the 
endless miles of river reflecting the pale blue sky, 
the hills and floodplain terraces graced with bits ~ 
of flaming red amid yellows, browns and green 
foliage. Closer, the quaint Bellevue cityscape is 
tucked between cream-colored corn fields and the 
riverbank. Trees and shrubs snuggle a stream in 
the floodplain as it flows to the river. 
It's easy to understand why ancient cultures buried 
their dead in this exalted place. Indian Mounds Trail, • 
300 feet above the floodplain, is where American 
Indians throughout history rest for eternity. 
Mark Anderson of the Iowa Office of the State 
Archaeologist explains that the mounds here are 
compound mounds. The original mound may have 
been dug into and other graves and items added 
from several time periods. The original mounds 
likely belong to Late Archaic (2500 B.C.- 500 
B.C.) or Woodland (500 B.C.- A.D. 1000) peoples, 
as documented for other mounds in Iowa. Clay 
sediment in the mounds is like that in the river 
valley, so they hauled soi l up to the overlook to 
make their mounds. 
It is difficult to tell how high the mounds may have 
been originally. If the mounds are 1,000 years old they 
will have degraded in rain runoff, Anderson explains 
Artifacts found in the Bellevue area belong to the 
Iowa, Oto, Omaha, and perhaps the Missouri, Meskwaki, 
Sac, Fox, and Middle and Eastern Dakota tribes. To 
prevent gravesite disturbances, the mounds haven't been 
excavated in recent times. 
r..• .,111r--- y-- ,.. t" 
Tlw Bellevue area had abundant resources for American 
Indians to sustain a good life. The highest bedrock in the 
bluffs of the park contains a remarkable amount of white 
chert. White chert formed when calcium carbonate in 
limestone was gradually replaced by dissolved silica from 
marine sponges during times of shallow seas. Chert was 
used for gemstones and bladed tools. Although not as 
desirable as flint, chert satisfied their needs. 
The river and streams were home to furbearing 
animals, waterfowl, deer, fish and other edib le aquatic 
life. Muskrat, beaver and mink are sti ll observed in the 
river's backwaters. Otters are prevalent on the Iowa bank 
and tributaries, as well as on the islands on the river's 
Il linois side. The migration route over the Mississippi 
draws the same raptors and waterfowl of the past. 
Warblers and other neo-tropical migrant birds that once 
called this area their summer home now move on to old 
growth forests elsewhere; yet even today 51 different 
species of birds have been observed as breeding or 
possibly breeding in the park, including turkey vultures. 
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The Iowa Geolog1cal Soc1ety hosted a 
tour of Bellevue State Park in October 
2008. For information about upcoming 
tours and past tour guidebooks, go to 
www.iowageology.org. 
There were plenty of white and red oaks, hickory, 
sugar maples and basswood in the forests Today steep, 
rocky ravines and shady rock outcrops s till support the 
these species of long ago, including floor species of wild 
ginger, bulblet bladder fern, miterwort and columbine. 
Within the park, on the east border of the Dyas Unit, 
is one small prairie remnant: land still in its natural, 
uncultivated state. Undocumented until the 1980s, it's 
an area tolerant of weather extremes and remarkably 
beautiful. Big blucstem, Indian grass. little bluestem and 
sideoats grama grow alongside leadplant. flowering spurge, 
purple prairie clover, partridge pea and prairie blazing star 
Explorers, fur traders, miners, hunters and trappers passed 
through the Bellevue area, but did not put down roots. In 
1833, an abandoned Sac village sets where the city of 
Bellevue will eventually rise. The people who used the 
burial mounds have long since disappeared. Sac Chief 
Black Hawk meets with John Reynolds of Illinoi s, Major 
General Winfield Scott, and representatives of the Fox 
and Winnebago people who have villages along the 
Maquoketa and Mississippi rivers. They are finishing the 
details of a treaty in the council house of the abandoned 
village. Land is purchased for white settlement that will 
later become Be llevue State Park and the city of Be ll ev ue. 
That same year, James Arms trong arrives and builds a 
cabin south of the present town and claims the area that 
eventually becomes the park. The cliff is referred to as 
"Paradise Bluff" 
In 1835 John Bell. the town's namesake, plats the city 
of Bellevue He opens the town's first lumber mill. By 
the 1850s, large rafts of logs from northern forests are 
carried to Bellevue via the Mississippi River for sawing 
and regional distribution. Bellevue forests are cleared for 
farming and grazing. 
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A band of woodchoppers. horse thieves and 
counterfeiters known as the Brown gang live on a 5-acre 
island, now just a small spot in the river. The band of 
outlaws is confronted by a posse of outraged citllCns 
in the town, referred to as the "Bellevue War" of 1840. 
Brown is killed, along with several others. Thirteen gang 
members are arrested and tried by a jury of 80 men. They 
vole whether to hang or whip them. By a margin of three. 
the jury decides on whipping and exile. 
jasper Flour Mill is built 111 1842-43 along a small 
tnbutary to Big Mill Creek Potter's :Mill. now a bed and 
breakfast, begins operations on Big Mill Creek in 1845 Its 
limestone foundation is built with rock from nearby bluffs 
Four limestone and dolomite quarries open. one in the 
park area, to provide building stone for the growing town 
ol the 1850s. Lime kilns in several Bellevue locations 
produce lime mortar. 
Other milling operations pop up and, due to disastrous 
flooding, the industry switches from water power to 
"team power and then electric1ty In the early 1900s the 
operations evolve into livestock feed grain mills 
By 1875 the population of Bellevue has grown to 2.000 
and the city is a largt' railroad and river shipping point 
Businesses include dry goods s tores, hardware stores, 
grocery and drug stores. four millineries. two harness 
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DNR ecol~ist John Pearson distUsses 
V(herepld f est had been cleared for 
shops, five blacksmith shops, five shoemakers, furniture 
and cabinet shops, grain and produce warehouses and a 
shell button factory. 
,. DIG,..., • 
An appreciation for the beauty of the bluffs south of their 
city moves Bellevue citizens to create a park commission 
in 1908, but the Iowa legislature does not authorize 
establishment of public parks until 1917. Land is 
purchased in 1925 for Bellevue State Park. It is dedicated 
in 1928 with a crowd up to 5,000 attending the ceremony. 
The park continues to grow as land parcels are added 
over the next 80 years. with the last 224 acres as a public 
hunting area for mainly deer and turkey. 
Early construclion projects in the park were not the 
work of the Civilian Conservation Corps, as in many of 
Iowa's parks. Instead prison laborers from the Anamosa 
Reformatory, mostly African-American, construct park 
roadways, a limestone retaining wall along the road, and 
a nine-hole golf course and Oak Lodge clubhouse in 1926 
through 1928. The construction activities and the workers 
themselves draw as many as 100 cars of people a day to 
watch the progress. 
Eventually, the city of Bellevue develops a new golf 
course north of town and golf operations move there. 
The Oak Lodge burns in 1973 and a new lodge of eastern 
red cedar is built. The golf clubhouse becomes the '>outh 
Bluff Nature Center in 1984. 
A FOREST STROLL 
Young forest covers 80 percent of Bellevue State Park, 
most of it evolving from open forest or scattered trees left 
to naturalize in 1938. The remainder of the forest covers 
what was cleared for farm land and grazing. Deep, steep 
ravines are still sheltered by old forest sugar maples with 
trunk diameters up to 2.5 feet. A small number of oaks 
grow along forest edges where they can gel enough light. 
Lawns for picnicking and recreation space, maintained 
prairie and wildlife food plots make up the remainder of 
the park 
The young forest is composed of elms, walnut, bitternut 
hickory and eastern red cedar. with some black and honey 
locust. big tooth aspen, mulberry, green ash and northern 
pm oak Shrubs in the understory form thickets of prickly 
ash, blackberry, Amur honeysuckle, multiflora rose. 
japanese barberry and Missouri gooseberry. Undergrowth 
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of honewort. logseed, 
' hog peanut, clearweed, 
' jack in-the-pulpit, 
~r:~~~~~d; Jumpseed, white 
snakeroot. black 
snakeroot and garlic 
mustard ts evidence the 
area wa-; heavily grazed 
before acqUisitioned 
1nto parkland. 
The fight to keep 
invasive species 
from laking over 
area:, of native 
spcnes 1s difficult. 
on-nat1ve species 
""ere once planted for 
ornamental purposes 
• or as food and cover 
for wildlife Today, 
park staff cannot 
keep the plants under 
control. says John 
Pearson. 1) R ecologist. A spectal machine chops it out 
or mows 1t, but people need to follow behtnd and dab 
invasive plant stems with herbicide It's a labor intensive 
job that the park budget can't afford 
·----
Along Quarry Trail. park visitors wi ll find a partial, 
rounded stone wall and the stoking door of a lime kiln. 
Further on 1s the site of a limestone quarry abandoned 
100 years ago L1chens and foliage camouflage the three 
stepped edges in the quarry wall where stone was cut and 
hauled away 
A newer addition to the park has become a major 
attraction along Meadow Trail: the butterfly garden. This 
garden was started by J udy Pooler of Bellevue on an 
acre of ground in a swale of the old go lf course in 1985. 
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Now walkways pass through 148 individual garden plots 
matnlained by volunteers Plantmgs are nectar sources 
for adull butterflies and host plants for caterpillars At 
lea"l 58 different types of butterflies have been spotted 
by volunteers and staff 
I n 
Be llevue residents proudly bring visitors to the park 
d1ffs to gaze across time and dimension. Geological 
and archaeological sleuths appreciate what lies below 
the park'.,; surface. Hi..,tory buffs enjoy discovering the 
remnants of a past era along the park's trails and then 
ventunng into town to vie\\ some of Iowa's best stone 
architecture from the mid-1850s 
~o can the cliffs that continue to touch the spirits of 
so many, inspire Iowans to help the park revive its beauty 
and d iversity of wildlife? A shining example of what 
enthusiastic volunteers can do i-; exemplified in the park's 
butterfly garden and its annual monarch butterfly tagging 
event in September. 
Volunteers are needed to develop the potential of the 
park to attract tourists and maintain its grounds. Those 
with geological and archaeological expertise can help 
with Interpretative programs fhose interested in hiking. 
mushrooming and wildlife watching can coordinate 
programs. T here are opportunities for church. 4-H. Scouting 
and service organizations to help wtlh park cleanup, 
mvasive species eradicatiOn and trail maintenance 
Whether you have a great 1dea you'd like to help 
unplcment. or are looktng for an opportun1t} to get 
ouhtde and enjoy the beaut} of th1s sacred place. 
call the Bellevue State Park staff at 563 872-4019 to help. 
Bellevue State Park is located south of the city of 
Bellevue along the Great River Road. U.S Highway 52. 
It is 22 miles south of Dubuque and, as the crow flies. 12 
miles from Galena. Il l. (a ~0 mile road trip) 
Bellevue State Park is a great destination for campers, 
espec1ally tf you prefer to get away from crO\\ds The 297-
acre l)yas Unit, about two miles south of the Nelson Unit. 
has 1 1 sites for tenting, ont' for organ1ted youth groups 
and 31 with e lectrical outlets. II features open picnic 
shelters, four hiking trails and a modern playground. 
T wo miles up the road is the 473-acre elson Unit. 
just !>outh of the city of lkllt'vu<:>. wtth fantastic views of 
the i\tl 1ssissippi River There ar{' six hiking trails 111side 
the unit The enclosed lodge and open picnic shelters are 
1deal :,pots for gathenngs and can be reserved There i" 
also a modern playground nearby. The South Bluff Nature 
Center houses displays of plants. animals and geology 
of the park. Make reservations at www.reserveiaparks.com or 
1-877-427-2757. 8 
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STATE PARKS WELCOME VOLUNTEER S 
"READY TO LEND A HAND" 
The budget for Iowa's state parks has been 
severely cut, due to state general fund shortfalls. 
Park grounds maintenance, seasonal program staff 
and interpretative programs will take a step back 
unless Iowa's citizens help fill the gap through 
volunteering the1r knowledge, skills and energy. 
If you are "Ready to Lend a Hand," here's how 
Park managers and park rangers are great sources 
for 1deas, so g1ve them a call and get outdoors 
Or contact the DNR's Keepers of the Land volunteer 
program. It matches mterested volunteers with 
serv1ce needs Contact Dawn Stohs at 515-281 -0878 
or to www.iowadnr.gov/ vo/unteer!. She is also the 
person to ask about starting a Friends Group for your 
local state park. 
Many trails in Iowa State Parks are also great 
for snowshoe treks and cross-country skiing, 
so volunteer to help organize an event for any 
season. If you are an expert in tracking, birding, 
plant identification or geology, share that 
knowledge with members of your church, club 
or socia l group while hiking in a nearby park. 
If you'd l ike to start your own exploration 
group or explore nature with your family, go 
to www.childrenandnature.org/downloads/NCFF _ 
toolkit.pdf for help w1th putttng together nature 
experiences for children. The stte www.meetup. 
com can help you set up a webpage to coordtnate 
group activities. 
Live English call ducks 
have been used by duck hunters since the 
late 1800s. Long considered the deadliest 
of decoys. their use was forever outlawed in 
1935. Today, the birds remain a popular breed 
with American aviculturalists. Bred to stnct 
standards, the tmy fowl now perform from the 
show bench rather than the marsh. 
There are exceptions, however. A handful 
of ded1cated waterfowl photographers still use 
live callers to legally lure wild ducks to within 
shooting range of their camera lens. Pictured 
above IS Hliverpool Susie; the author's favorite 
English caller 
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E SEASONS ARE CHANGI~G. 
Fall is fast approaching, and Iowa waterfowlers 
are already anxiously watching the skies 
anticipating the opening weekend of the duck 
season. There's still plenty to do between now and 
then-equipment to inspect, blinds to repair, decoys to 
sort and bag. For many hunters, the mounds of decoys 
seem endless with separate spreads for teal, wood ducks, 
mallards and divers. 
But there is one type of decoy that hunters haven't been 
able to carry to the marshes in the fall autumn. In fact, of all 
the waterfowl decoys ever devised, it's the only one that has 
proven so completely effective that its use has been outlawed 
in every state, province and territory in North America. That 
deadliest of decoys is the live English call duck. 
Loud mouths of the waterfowl world , English callers are 
short-beaked, pint-sized descendants of the wild mallard . 
Developed in Europe during the late 1800s, call ducks had 
but one purpose-to make noise, and plenty of it. Birds 
failing to make repeated, high volume attempts at luring 
wild ducks within shooting range of their masters quickly 
found their own way to the hunter 's s tewpot. 
But were live decoys really as effective as legend 
would claim? Old time duck hunters who actually used 
the birds tell the story best. One of those bygone 
waterfowlers was Clear Lake's Fred Quant. An early duck 
hunting mentor to my father, Quant was already too old to 
go afi eld by the time we first met. But I loved to hear his 
stories and, as a curious 7-year-old , was totally fascinated 
with the bois terous flock of live callers he s till maintained 
in a backyard coop. 
According to Quant, old time call ducks were like 
fine bird dogs-they s imply loved performing the task 
they were bred to do. A good English caller would talk 
to just about anything in the sky, he recalled. Passing 
flocks of blackbirds, sn ipe, monarch butterflies- you 
name it. Anything with wings would trigger an immediate 
greeting. But most of all, live decoys loved the sight 
of other ducks. The closer wild flocks approached, the 
louder and more excited the clamor became. 
Quant's methods were similar to those used by many 
Iowa hunters. After tossing out his spread of wooden 
decoys, a single live hen would be tethered to a nearby 
stake. The duck would begin ca lling as soon as wild 
birds were sighted. During early fall, trained call ducks 
would eagerly do their job all day long. But as the high 
winds and brutal temperatures of late season arrived, 
live callers would receive periodic breaks. They knew 
the game well and eagerly looked forward to recess. 
When break time arrived, Quant would carefully row his 
duck boat into the decoys and extend an oar to the weary 
bird, who would then step onto the paddle. Once the oar 
was swung back over the gunwale, the bird would jump 
down and snuggle into the warmth of the small , straw-
filled compartment located below deck. A replacement 
caller would be secured and the hunt resumed. 
During the era of 
muzzleloading black 
powder shotguns, the 
skies above timber-
shrouded backwaters 
would often become 
completely obscured 
by the sulfurous white 
smoke of fire-belching 
double barrels. 
Following a flurry of 
gunfire, the smoke 
could become so thick 
that retreating ducks 
were sometimes lost 
from view. Undaunted, 
the live callers would 
continue their noisy 
chatter. Upon hearing 
the siren song, departing flocks of mallards would often 
turn about and actually fly back through the wall of smoke 
in an attempt to rejoin the decoys. Today, it is hard to 
determine whether this amazing phenomena was s imply 
a stark tes tament to the English caller's deadly ability, 
or if it merely portrays how extremely plentiful and naive 
America's wild duck populations once were . 
Waterfowl enthusiast George VanWyngarden had equally 
interesting accounts of his days afield with live callers. When 
we first met in the early 1970s, Van Wyngarden still kept a 
flock of 20 or so callers at his Manson home. 
"Of course, they're just pets these days," VanWyngarden 
explained. "But looking back, I think the call ducks added 
as much enjoyment to an outing as any other part of the hunt. 
"They just seemed to bubble over with excitement. and 
their enthusiasm was contagious. We often used several 
ducks at a time, and they kind of fed off the exci tement 
of the others," he added. 
But even the best callers weren't perfect. Sometimes, 
especially during mild weather, the ducks would 
sometimes develop a bit of a lazy s treak. 
"If wild ducks suddenly appeared and the callers didn't 
respond as quickly as we thought they should, we would pull 
out our duck calls and blow a couple of notes. Usually, that's 
all it would take to get the live decoys going," he chuckled. 
In 1935, the use of all live decoys-including the 
beloved English callers-was forever banned. With 
hunters suddenly forced to rely on their own ca lling 
skills, the prohibition led to rapid improvements in the 
manufacture of commercial wooden duck call s. 
"By today's standards, our old duck calls were really 
junk," recalled Van Wyngarden. "They were just something 
we carried to wake up the call ducks. About hall of the time, 
our calls were so clogged with pipe tobacco and weed seeds 
that they wouldn't even blow on the first try. But when the live 
decoys were outlawed, people began to take duck calls more 
seriously. That's when the quality really began to improve." 8 
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Bald-Faced Hornets are Intriguing Members 
of the Iowa Outdoors 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
FALL THE WILD CREATURES 
that inhabit Iowa's deciduous woodlands, perhaps 
no species commands more respect, inspires greater 
terror or packs a meaner punch than the spectacular 
b lack and wh ite insect known as the bald-faced hornet. 
Highly social within their own ranks, bald-faced hornets are tlw 
insects responsible for constructing the large football-shaped paper 
nests often seen hanging in trees after autumn leaves have fallen. 
Famed for its unrivaled ability to deliver large doses of high octane 
venom and excruciating pain, an active colony is nothing to fool 
with-especially during late summer when peak numbers of 
workers arc engaged in rearing and protecting the season's final, 
and most important, crop of young. 
Although bald-faced hornets will aggressively defend 
their nests against any and all comers, the insects arc far 
too busy to intentionally look for trouble. Most attacks 
are the result of the insects feeling threatened It really 
doesn't matter whether the threat is real or imagined. 
Once a full scale assault has been launched, the 
consequences are equally dire. 
My personal introduction to this legendary insect 
occurred when I dec ide d to join hig h school classmate 
Ed Kotz on a two-day trout fis h ing safari in to nor theast 
Iowa's Ye ll ow Rive r Sta te Forest. It was early s umme r 
and we decided to make camp near the bank of Little 
Pa in t Creek . T he weather was perfect and th e trout were 
ravenous, hitting just about anything we chose to throw at 
them. The re was one notable exceptio n-a thick 20-inch-
plus rainbow s pied lurking a t the head of what we called the 
"Cave Pool." No matter what we offered, th e huge trout s imply 
refused to budge . While consuming a couple of the fish's s maller 
latiVe!S that evening, we made serious plans for a crack of dawn 
at bagging this beguiling trophy. 
Morning came and I had jus t a rrived a t th e pool's edge 
when I heard a mournful howl acco mpa nied by somewhat 
of a commotion back at camp. Turn ing around. I was 
amazed to see Kotz exit his te nt in a dead "print, making 
a beeline cours<:> for the Li ttle Paint Reaching the stream 
seconds later. he flopped to th e bank and immediately 
thrust hie; arm into the icy water Rush1ng to c;ee what was 
up, I learned that a lo ne bald-faced hornet had somehow 
found its way into th e lent. While roll1ng up his sleeping 
bag. Kotz had inadver tently pi n ned the insect which, in 
turn. immedi a te ly pi nned h im back 
As Kotz re luctantly pu ll ed his hand from the cooling 
depths of the trout stream, there could be little doubt 
as to the focus of the attack. T he hornet'" stinger had 
been d r iven clm?ctly into the outer jo1nt of h1s nght 
thumb wh1ch. in addition to emitting pulse" of white hot 
pain , had al r eady began to turn reel <mel was swelling 
profusely. I cou ld tell by the tortured look on Ed's face 
that squeezing a bald-faced hornet was somrthing I did 
not want to try for myself. 
We nrver did catch that huge trout. and I can't tell 
you much about anything else that happened during 
the remainder of our t r ip. But what I do remember with 
absolute clarity 1" the sight of what appeared to be a 
very visible heartbeat at the end of Kotz'" throbbing and 
discolored thumb. 
Although I doubt you could have' convinced him of it 
at the time, Ed's encounter was mi ld compared to most. 
Our episode involved a single insect. caught in the wrong 
place at the wrong time. But when anglrr._, hikers and 
other outdoor types unwittingly croc;s the line and invade 
th e personal domain of an entire colony. the scenario 
escalates dramatically. Many coloni<'" contain hundreds 
of wor ke rs. and when the nest's h1gh strung occupants 
feel compell ed to launch a unified mass attack. the assaul t 
contains all th e ing redients for a nrve r-to-be-forgotten 
outdoor expe ri e nce. 
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Some of the most d rama tic accounts origina te from 
extreme' northeaste r n Iowa where fo rests and pape r 
horne t nests are in plen tiful supply. One espec ial ly 
noteworthy incident involvrd a caravan of canoe is ts 
engaged in a camping tour of the Upper Iowa River The 
firc;t ev1dence that troublr wa" brewing occur red wh e n 
occupants of the lead ves"rl began wildly waving thrir 
arms while screaming at thr top of their lungs Thr act 
was soon imitated by thr srcond canoe, followed by the 
third. and so on. The rv<'nt culminated with a couplr of 
Eskimo style canoe rolls and enough floating equipmC'nt 
that the' Upper Iowa soon resembled the scene of a 
shipwreck. The actual hornrt nest was never discovered. 
I' m told, but I'm also gues,.ing that by then no one was 
putting much effort into the' "rarch 
o le"" incredible is a second account involving a 
group of school-age boy" from the small Mississippi 
Rivrr community of Sageville After blindfolding a 
younger friend, a couple of local roughnecks equ ipped 
the unfortunate lad with a sturdy duck-billed push pole 
commandeered from a dry docked johnboat. The intended 
r rr1pirnt of this practical JOkC' wac; then tricked into 
"wtnging the push pole at a low hanging hornet's nest 111 
much the same manner onC' would use to crush a birthday 
par ty pinata. The swing wa" good. but the joke backfired 
as the angry swarm set firr to the summer sky. The 
hornets took no prisoners and, as you might imagine. each 
and C'VC'ry prankster became' an immediate victim. The 
rnsuing exchange betweC'n parrnts nearly came to blows. 
Rut in spite of the hornet'" dangerous potential. 
amazingly few encounter" rc>sult in serious human inJury 
Because of the species' predartous tendency to capture 
and feed on other insects, professiOnal entomolog1c;ts 
even go so far as to list thr bald-faced a benefic1al 
Unlike bees. bald-faced hornrts store no honey toward 
futurr survival. Instead. the colony's entire annual 
effort-a ll that nest building, caring for young, and 
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fearless defending of territory- is solely invested toward 
the singular goal of producing a dozen or so new queens 
at the end of the summer. 
Those new queens begin making their appearance 
in September. and most will have abandoned the nest 
by early to mid-October. Soon after flying and matmg 
wi th d rones. these new generation queens will begin to 
manufacture a unique, antifreeze-like substance that will 
prevent ce 11s from freezing as the insects sleep away the 
winte r beneath loose tree bark or buried inside rotting 
logs. With their life's mission now complete, the rest of 
th is year's co lony. including the old queen , wi11 all have 
pe ri shed by mid-November. When warming weather 
re tu r ns next spring, the young ferti lized queens will 
reemerge to constr uct the foundation for the new nest 
which will soon support a thriving colony of our mo~l 
fea red insects. 
Whether we choose to love them. hate them or 
fear tht'm-there is no denying that the bald-
faced hornet is an intriguing and amazing 
inhabitant of the Iowa outdoors. 8J 
Hornet Biology 101 
For bald-faced hornets, the year begins in spring as dormant 
queens emerge from winter resting sites and construct the 
golf ball s1zed nests that wi ll hold the initial crop of young. 
Upon complet1on, the queen lays a sing le egg in each of the 
perfectly formed paper brood cells. It 1s t he growmg colony's most 
vulnerable stage as the new mother defends the site, hunts and 
delivers food to the growmg young, and lays add1t1onal eggs. 
The season's first generations are entirely compnsed of stenle 
(worker) females who immediately assume the tasks of guarding 
and enlarging the nest, huntmg for msects, caring for eggs and 
feedmg young From now until summer's end, the queen·s sole 
purpose will be to lay more eggs and plenty of them lmpnsoned 
within her own emp1re, the foundmg queen w1ll not v1s1t the 
outs1de world agam. 
For the growmg number of workers, nest constructiOn IS a 
never-endmg task. As th e queen continues to pump out more and 
more eggs, th e workers continue to enlarge the nest to make room 
for more and more egg cells. As remodeling contmues, origina l 
outer walls are peeled away and replaced with new. To accomplish 
this task, workers use thei r powerful jaws to strip awaf thin layers 
of wood from weathered fence posts or dead t rees. Mixed with 
un1que chemica ls in the hornet 's saliva, the wood IS chewed into a 
pulpy spit wad and then extruded into a thin, but amazingly strong, 
paper-like material. 
By early autumn, nests will have grown to anywhere from the 
size of a basketball to structures nearly as large as a bushel basket. 
By now, the number of laboring workers may number wellmto the 
hundreds. As the colony acquires peak strength, the queen begins 
to lay the precious eggs that will produce a dozen or more new 
queens as well as unfertilized eggs that will become males. 
So exactly what makes these particular eggs suddenly become 
• 
.. 
queens, or how 1s 1t possible for anything to hatch from an ·unfertilized" 
egg? I've posed that question to un1vers1ty entomologists and the 
best answers I've gotten so far are, "Only the hornets know for sure" 
or"SCience 1s yet unable to unlock that mystery" 
By mid to late September, the newly produced queens and 
males are ready to leave the nest and mate. Only the new queens 
w il l su rv1ve. For th e rest of the colony, the outlook 1s bleak. 
Fol lowing the season's first hard frosts, the old queen will die 
as the colony's rigid socia l order degenerates into chaos. Withm a 
few short days, the nest and all its inhabitants will have perished. 
But for the new ly fertilized queens, life is just beginning. 
Burrowing into the confines of rotting logs or other suitable cover, 
the females become dormant-saved from winter's certain death 
by filling their cells with a form of self-manufactured antifreeze. 
With the return of spring the new queen emerges to begin 
a new generation. She will soon be surrounded by hundreds of 
warrior prodigy, all will ing to sacrifice thei r lives in her defense. 
The new queen will now reign supreme for the remainder of 
the summer as the growing colony devotes its entire existence 
to the production of her eventual successor. 
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spearing gamcfish is illegal. ' llwrc arc some classic 
exceptions. of course. Take migrating great egret~. 
for ex<unple. When it comes to the'><' long-necked 
waders. "pear fi'>hlng is not only a llowed-it'" mandatory 
With their unprcssive size. un1que de"1gn and stately 
demeanor. egret'\ rank h1gh on the ll"l of Iowa·.., most 
interesting f<lll n11grants By early ~<'plcmber. the 
egrets wh1ch ne'>ted far to our north dunng -;ummer 
will suddenly ap1war in increasing numbers along local 
shorelines and waterways. The time they linger in Iowa 
will hinge largely on finding adequate food supplies. 
The best m1g1·ations occur wlwn a lack of late summer 
rainfall cause" ponds and shallow mar..,Jw-. to temporanly 
dimini"h 111 '>1/C A-; fish. frogs and other aquatic life 
concentrate 1nto ever shrinking pool". southbound wading 
birds are qu1ck to take full ad\ anlage of the free buffet. 
Watching the"c "pear-beaked mast<•rs of .,.;tealth hunt 
for their cllnner is an outdoor show that never grows 
old. Today, it is hard to imagine tha t during the late 
1800s, America nearly lost these magnificent birds as 
commercial plume huntn" decunated nesting coloni<'S, 
ca ll <'Cl rookeries, in scaJLh of feathers. Used to adorn 
wonwn's hats, the showy white plumes of nesting rgrt't<; 
fetched prak markct value and commanded twice· the 
price of go ld 
Although the comnwrual fpathN trade wa" outlawed 
clunng the early 1900..,, <'greh and other \\'ad~ng bird" 
wer<' dealt a second deadh blo.,., as aquatic hunting 
grounds became contarmnatecl by the pesticide l)J) r 
Although the use of DD 1 • .., now outlawed in the U ~, 
birds may still consume quantities of DDT-contamlllatrd 
fish while wintering in Central and South America. 
In spite of current environmental challenges, limited 
number" of nesting cgreh cont1nue their recovery in 
IO\\a I ess than a dozen a( !IV<' rookeries are known 
across Lh<' state. and mo"t < grrt nec;ts are associated \\'ith 
act1ve colonies of the more common great blu<' heron. 
What the future holds for great egrets, as well a" for all 
other Iowa wading birds, wdl depend largely on how we 
choose to manage our state's walC'rways, backwaters and 
other critical wetland habitat'> !!I! 
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Each September, hundreds of m1grating great 
egrets (Ardea alba) visit Iowa wetlands where 
they pause to refuel on fish and frogs before 
continuing the journey to traditional wintering 
areas in South America. 
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Everyday people can work together to make big water quality improvements locally by forming a team and 
deve loping a watershed management plan Here's how 
T -rT Surely you 'r e not the only one in your 
area concer ned about th e water quality in your local lake 
or stream. Team up with your neighbors and meet with 
your local basin coordinator to talk about your goals 
for improving water quality. By making changes in a 
watershed, which is the land that drains to a lake, stream 
or river, we can reduce pollution reaching our waters 
--- n•,. · · Your basin coordinator can provide 
technical assistance and project guidance, and is 
essential to he lp your team apply for Watershed Planning 
I Grants offered by the DNR's Watershed Improvement 
Program. These grants help teams develop a Watershed 
Management Plan, which identifies watershed problems 
and solutions for better water quality. Groups can request 
1 granh between $10,000 and $50,000, as long as there 
is a 50 percent local match, to address watersheds on 
the state's impaired waters list (www.iowadnr.gov/ water/ 
watershed/ impaired.html). 
,,... ... ' Once you've created a \\'atershed 
Management Plan, it's time to get your hands dirty and 
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GET INVOLVED 
Find watershed bas1n coordinators, lists of 
impaired waters, a comprehens1ve guide to 
watershed Improvements and other details at 
www.iowadnr.gov/water/ watershed!index.html 
or call Steve Hopk1ns at 515-281 -6402 
put the plan into action. Again , work with 
coordinator and apply for additional grants A nu mber o 
grants, including DNR Watershed Implementation Grants, 
can help with resou rces to roll out your plan. 
Plans often include working with lout! farmers and urban 
residents to reduce runoff. helpmg county governments 
improve sewage and storm '>\ ater managl'ment, and 
improving water by stabilizing streambanks. reducing 
sediment and nurturing aquatic li fe. Mostunportantly. it 
brings your community togethe r to make these changes. 
Tell people about the issues with your s tream, river or lake 
and encourage them to help. Work with farmers to ins tall 
manure storage facilities and embrace the usc of terraces 
and other practices to reduce runoff. Build fences to preven t 
livestock from trampling stream banks. Plant grass, trees 
and shrubs around bod ies of water to further catch runoff. 
Create sediment ponds to reduce runoff. 
sr \ DO E ~E · While this process may seem 
daunting, the results are impressive. Several Iowa 
watershed efforts have seen success: clearer water, 
environmentally-friendly farming practices, increased 
and improved recreational use, revenue from increased 
tourist activity, community involvement and more Your 
hard work will pay off in the long run and help 'iUstain 
Iowa's waters for future generatiOns 
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Erika Billerbeck the fourth offiC'f'r 
/Qry, takmq over 
for Chuck Humc ston who r tlfed 
from the DNR She l1ves 1n Johnson 
County and b gan h r car r m 2000 T 
I t's good to know that someont' has vour back. Consen·ation officers, for the most part. arc pretty 
solitary creatures Sure, we help each other out now and 
then 'Working on specific cases or proJects. but in general. 
there are too few of us with too much letr,un to cover An 
officer in a rural territory rna} be one of only two or three 
other law enforcement unit-. \\Orking the whole county on 
any given night. If our officers happen to call for backup 
while patrolling the remote dtrt roads. it's not unrealtsttc 
that help could be an hour a\\a) One of tlw most common 
questions people ask me is. "Aren't you scared to be 
out there all by yourself?" When I stop to think about 
it, I realtze there have been several times. especially at 
night or when far from the safety of my vehtcle. that I've 
thought to myself "what if' and felt the hackles rise. 
On a typical opening day of early dtH. k season, almost 
all duck hunters< merge from their off"< a son hibernatton 
and take to the marshes with set ming dtsregard for 
weatht'r fore tash or low duck counts ~uch was the 
case on a r('cent opening day Exutenwnt permeated 
the autumn morntng and the smell of trying bacon and 
pancakes browning on the griddle hung heavy in the air. 
confirmtng my theory that duck hunters enJOY cooking 
breakfast in theu boats as much as they enJOY "hooting 
ducks from them ~ptrits were h1gh tn tlw hunters 
read} 1ng for opentng day on the shore of Wiese Slough 
that morning \1} neighboring officn. Tom Campbell. 
readied his l qutpment. dumped his small sport boat into 
the water and set off to begin checking hunters. 
The first group he encounten•d was some veteran 
hunters who spent so much time in the slough during 
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hunting season that they might as well have erected 
a mailbox and called the place home Campbell was 
famtliar with these seasoned sportsmen, and enjoyed a 
nice chat while checking their hunting licenses, dur k 
stamps. plugs and steel shot The hunters told To m that 
1t had been a very quiet morning. but they were e njoying 
tht•ir breakfast an}">-. a} 'I hey offered him some coffee, 
but he declined. and after wishing the group good luck. 
Camp bell pushed off to n surne his trek up the shoreline 
t hecktng hunters as he \H'nl 
Approximately an hour later. Campbell \\as 111 the 
middle of checking another group of hunters when a 
b<ll rage of gunshots erupted from farther along the 
shoreline The volley of deafening shots shattered the 
mornmg peace and probably caused some platefuls of 
scrambled eggs to hit the floor of a few boats In a mor ning 
de\oid of both ducks and gunfire, the thundenng racket 
caught everyone's attention Immediately all eyes turned 
upward to <;crutinize the sk} for evidence of a flock of 
ducks that may have been overlooked With the excepti on 
of a few songbirds. the sky was empty. 
"What could they posstbly be shooting at?" Camp be ll 
wondered as he motored off He discreetly sli thered hi-; 
boat through the cattails until he could see the vessel from 
which the gunfire had ongmated. The boat 10 quest1on was 
on the move to\1.ard him. so he dedded to sta) hidden in 
the rattails until the boat \\as close enough to stop. 
1\.s the boat approached. he counted four hunters 
onboard: two adults and two }oungsters Campbell 
emerged from the reeds and waved the boat to a slop 
He then pulled a longside the boat and noticed that th e 
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kids were sporting brand 
new camouflage coats and 
gigantic smiles. The adult 
hunters explained that it 
was the kids' first duck 
hunting experience. They 
had become frustrated 
by the lack of ducks and 
were about to head for home 
when they decided instead to move into a pothole where several coots were 
swimming around. The hunters went on to explain that the kids had had 
a great time shooling at the coots. At this, the kids looked up at Campbell 
with Cheshire Cat grins and held up their fists clutching several dead eoots. 
As they were explaming this story, the ofhcer heard the sound of a distant 
boat motor spu tter to life A few minutes later, the hunters and Campbell 
turned around to witness a blind-boat approaching them. It was obvious from 
the sound of the motor that they were trying to push the throttle as far as 
they could manage in the shallow water lie squinted in bewilderment at the 
boat and tried to determine what would cause them to be in such a hurry. 
Not only were they lumbering towards them at an unusually high speed for 
a blind-boat, but one of the hunters was standing up, leaning over the top of 
the blind with his shotgun poised ready fo1 actiOn. 
When the boat was within close range. Campbell was surprised to see that 
it was the first group of hunters that he had checked earlier that mornmg One 
of them shouted to Campbell asking if everythmg was ok. He was quite puzzled 
by this, but Campbell waved and assured them that everything was fine I he 
hunters nodded, turned the boat and motored away toward the boat launch 
Officer Campbell continued talking with the coot shooters for a while. 
checked their licenses and equipment and determmed that they wer<> 
completely legal. He wished them luck and told them he hoped the kids would 
be able to shoot at something that was actually m flight the next time out. 
Realizing that his stomach was growling, Campbell decided to head tor 
the boat ramp He reached around and fired up the motor Then. when he 
put the boat in gear, he heard a loud ZING rom watched in dismay as the 
prop shot off the motor and quickly sank to the bottom of the slough "Mama 
said there'd be days like this," he muttered to himself as he plunged his arm 
into the frigid water in an attempt to retrieve the missing piece. His arm was 
nearly numb when he finally rescued the prop and discovered that he no 
longer had the nut to hold it in place. 
After a tiring paddle, he eventually reached the boat ramp where the group 
of veteran hunters was milling around their bhnd-boat waiting for him Still 
baffled by their earlier behavior, he asked, "What 10 the world was that all 
about out there?" 
One of them answered, "Well, it had been so quiet-I don't think we heard 
more than a shot or two all morning. We got worried after you left and then 
heard what sounded like World War III breaking out. Thought for sure you 
got yourself into a gun fight, so we were on our way to back you up!" Officer 
Campbell laughed and thanked the hunters for watching out for him 
When my colleague told me this story, it reminded me of how alone we 
conservation officers really are out there It also made me appreciate that, 
many times, there are probably more people watching out for us than we 
realize. We never know who might be there to support us when the ch1ps 
are down or who might be silently watching our backs. It may, in fact, be the 
person we least expect. It may even be a posse of seasoned duck hunters. 
And it's good to know they're out there . .8 
Concrete: 
Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving AssoclatJon 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete AssoclatJon 
515-963·0606 515-965-2575 
www.lowaconcretepavlng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
Zoess 6Jii/Js 
6Jiospital.iJ-g 9/ssociation 
Experience the beauty and wonder of 
the Loess Hills from the comfort of 
your own vehicle. A professional guide 
shares about the over 14,000 year old 
rare geologicaJ formation known as the 
Loess Hills (pronounced "fuss") found 
in only two parts of the world . Visit the 
, 
wineries, or '· r Ot:' s. n i I 
' , ( as you wind your way 
through the hollows and ridges. Snap 
the perfect picture at 
built in the 1860's 
by Danish immigrants, and much more! 
Call 712-886-5441 
email loesshil@longlines.com 
or visit www.loesshillstours.com 
for information. 
SAME OLD SONG AND DANCE 
Like many 1mects and animals, the male tree 
cncket uses 1ts ~ong to attract mates and repel 
compet1t1on The d1fference IS the male tree wcket 
must mamtam a prec1se f1equency melody and 
p1tch 1f he IS gomg to attract any female Its song 
1s a senes of clicks l1ke a tnll or ch~rp s1mila1 
to the sound of runnmg a thumbnail down the 
teeth of a comb lt1s created by rubbmg the wmgs 
together draggmg a small peg on one wmg across 
a file like r1dge on the other 
lET S EAT 
Tree cnckets are omn1vorous, 
feeding on a w 1de range of 
p lants and other 1nsects 
Fema les depos1t the1r eggs 
ms1de the stem of a plant, 
wh1ch can InJUre the plant 
However then prt.ft:rrtd 
msect meal1s a ph ds makmg 
them benef1c1alm the yard 
and garden 
l 
t 
I 
Somet1mes ca lled the thermometer cricket, the snowy 
tree cncket 1s bel1eved to be the most accurate msect 
thermometer To f1gure outs1de temperature, simply 
count the number of ch~rps m 13 seconds then add 40. 
WHE 
• 
I KNOW YOU' RE OUT THERE 
Tree cnckets have a pair of long ante• naL packed 
vVIth chemor~ccptor~ that alert the male tO the 
slightest chem1cal change m the a~r that m1ght 
1nd1cate a female or food source IS nedrby 
I FEEl SPECIA l 
Worldwide there are roughly 3,800 spec1es of tree 
crickets. includmg about 100 in North Amenca l•wa 
eight specll > have been docur en ted w1th the )nowy 
one of the most common 
SAY WHAT? 
Trl crLI..c!ts have tympd 1<. 
membrane) ea d•ums) located JUSt 
below the m1ddle JOint of each front 
leg allowmg them to hear another 
wcket's song 
While the ch~rp of a tree cncket 1s often m1staken for the call of a cicada or certam species 
of frogs, 1t's undoubtedly one of the most famous msect melod1es Mov1e and TV producers 
often dub the tree cricket 's song into soundtracks to s1gnal the scene IS set on a qUiet 
summer's n1ght in a rural or urban settmg 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event 
at www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281-0878. 
PULLING FOR C AN WATER 
IOWA RIVER CLEANUP PARTNERSHIP, IOWA CITY 
Volunteers yank trash from water, promote stewardship 
Three hours and 30 volunteers t'1at sail it takes for the Iowa Rver C.eanup Partnership of 
Joh'1son County to haUl 3 tons a~: trash out of a stream. MKrowaves, rec 1ners, computers, dolls, 
VIntage Phillips 66 stat1on s1qns-this group has seen 1t all 1n the water, even pulling an 1850s 
Mormon pioneer handcart from a sandbar. "You never know what you'll find." says Carol Sweeting, 
a oty employee who coordinates the cleanups. Followmg the 2008 floods, the qroup took more 
than 50 tons of material off the old power dam sp1llway "The Partnership is a wonderful example 
of how commun1t1es can come together after something as devastating as the floods of 2008 
to protect and enhance our natural resources." says the DNR's Mary Skopec. However. the group 
began hold ng cleanups three years before tf'le flood w.th h1qh school and col eqe students, 
fam11ies and other ocals Jornsor County ConservatiOn Board and umvers1ty staff p1tc'1 1n, too. 
F ve cleanups are planned for fall, ptus the dnnudl Dc~y of C anng and Make a D1fference Day 
cleanups. The partnership monitors water quahty w1tr1n nty I m1ts and has cleaned up Muddy 
Creek w.th Iowa C1ty seventh qraders. "The Iowa R1ver IS wortr 1t. It's part of the commun1ty." 
Sweet1ng says. "The creeks have been there longer than we have We want to have more people 
see where the creeks are and see them as an asset." 
LEAD G WITH ENTHUSIASM 
DONISE GRYGIERCZYK, AMES 
Recent graduate introduces Iowans to the outdoors 
, Don,se Grygteruyk grew up huntmg w1th her dad and splashing around 1n Cahforn1a creeks, but 1t 
took a chance encounter 1n a Boone restaurant to make the outdoors her c,Heer. She wa1tressed a 
table where two men m camouflage were d1scussmg leading a gu1ded hunt with disabled kids. Sl'e 
tagged along on the next day's hunt, "and I knew that was what I wanted to do," she said Gryg1erczyk 
onginally planned on vetennary school, but switched her major to animal ecology A focus on 
interpretation allows her to share a love of the outdoors with others. She sought out chances to help 
with camps like Outdoor Journey for G1rls and Youth Hunting education Challenge. "See1ng smiles 
on the faces of q1rls who've never been 1n the Outdoors keeps me go1ng," she says The recent Iowa 
State Un1verstty graduate serves 0'1 Iowa Wornf;ln 1r N:Jtural Resources' board and mentors first-time 
hunters. She's mentored a woman wt"lo wanteJ to earn to hunt but her husband wouldn't teach 
her, and a 12 year-old gtrl t'lat "cned be>cause c;p(;l was so exoted that she shot a deer· Gryg1erczyk IS 
act1ve .n Ducks UnliMited, Pheasants Foreve~. the National Assooation for lntf;lrpretatlon and other 
groups. "Don1se easily cornmun1cates and shares her enthus1asm for the outdoors," says Joli Vollers, 
a DNR conservation officer and OJ instructor She IS a glimpse 1n to a positive future in conservation 
I hope she can help us find and develop more young outdoors folks just l1ke her" 
NERGY AKES GRADE 
DES MOINES PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DES MOINES 
District saves energy and money, teaches kids conservation 
It can start w1th somethmg as simple as switch1ng off a light when eav ng a roorn-and for 
the Des Moines Public School D1stnct, it's saved about $/94,000 m one school year In add1t1on 
to students and staff changing behaviors, like switching off l1ghts and keep1ng hands off the 
thermostat, the district has taken on larger projects. Geothermal systems heat and cool 25 
build1ngs, while sensors control room temperatures based on occupancy. Computers shut down 
automatically at the end of the day New, efficient wmdows and l1ghtmg save energy. This earned 
26 buildmgs m the d1stnct an Energy Star rating-one of the h1ghest numbers m the courtry. 
Energy Star schools meet stnct EPA standards, use less energy af'ld create fewer qreenllouse gas 
ern1ssions than other school5 wh11e performing m the top 25 percent of burldmgs nat1onw1de 
"E"ergy Star 1s a great way to share with the publiC your successes and demonstrate the be>st use 
of hm1ted resources and taxpayer dollars. Savmg energy means more dollars for educat•on; says 
Bill Good, the district's ch1ef operations officer. With the average age of schools rn the district at 
more than 60 years, the district's efforts also show that older buildings can be energy efficient. 
Students join the effort, servmg as energy mon1tors in classrooms and follow1ng the district's 
progress in a monthly E'nergy Report Card "Gett1ng students to buy in ISn't hard," Good says. 
"We're very encouraged we're able, at times, to incorporate energy conservation into curriculum" 
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State Library Of Iowa 
State Documents Center 
Miller Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 
LIMITED TO ONLY 
5,000 PIECES! 
Own a towering tribute 
to the eagle's majesty 
\ o\\ a command tng hand-pamted ~culpture hnngs to 
ltfe the regal splendor of the eagle her~ magnificent 
hand-ca~t deta.tl t ~ highlighted under gleaming cold-ca~t 
bronze. and the phnt\e, l.r t \our ~pint ~oat to the htghest 
!>ummit" adds further in\pmllton. 
T h ree-dimensional 
sculpture is chriJling to 
behold from any angle 
Exceptional value; 
satisfaction guaranteed 
~·ummit of lltyes(J' •~ m,lilable 
e\clustYel~ from The Bradford 
[\change It come~ with a 365-
day money-back guarantee and 
ts tssued in a hnuted edllion of 
JUSt 5,000 pteC('" To obtain 
tt at the tssue pnce. } OU need 
.,end no mone) no\\ \ ou can 
pa} for }OUr '>Culpture tn five 
converuent monthl} utstallmenl'> 
of $29 99 each, the first billed 
before shipment , for a total 
of S l-t9 95 ju~t return the 
Reservation \pplication today! 
RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW 
BR.ADFORD11E=:xc-=-=IL~NGE 
- no' ' t: T> E{'OH -
9345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles IL 6071 4- 1393 
YES. Please reserve the ·Legends m the Field'' L•ght Catcher for 
me as descnbed •n th1s announcement 
Llmt/ one per order Please Respond Promptly 
Mrs Mr. Ms.'--- -
Name (Pio""' Prinl Clearly) 
Address 
State Z1p 
01-03996-001-E51621 
